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CS304/1987

Data Sheet

Class: CS.304, “Problem Sen1ina.r.” Meets ll:OO-12:15 Tuesdayys and Thursdays in room
301, Ma,rgas& Jacks Hall.
Discussion leader: Don Knuth. Office is 328 Jacks, phone 723-4367. [Please make an
appointment with Phyllis Winkler, 326 Jacks, if you want to talk to him outside of normal
c.lass hours .]
Teaching assistant: Tomas R.okicki. Office is 322 Jacks, phone 723-1646; computer
address ROKICKI Q SUSHI. Office hours on Mondays and Wednesdays, 11-12.
Problems: There ase five problems and we will take them in order, spending about two
weeks on each. Also, there will be a special two-day Trivia Hunt. Students should work in
teams of two or three on each problem, and also when participating in the Trivia Hunt. No
two students should be members of the same team more than twice; this way everybody
will get to know almost everybody else. We stress cooperation and camaraderie, not
conceahnent and competition! (Exception: The Trivia Hunt will be a contest to see which
team can score the most points.)
Computer use: You may use any computer you can steal time on. Problem 5 will be
done in the Macintosh Lab in Sweet Hall.
Grading: You should hand in a well-documented listing of your computer programs for
_ each problem, along with a writeup that describes the approaches you took. This writeup
should include a discussion of what you did that worked or didn’t work, and (when appropriate) it should also mention what you think would be promising approaches to take
if there were extra, time to pursue things further. Your written work will be graded on the
basis of style, clarity, and originality, as well as on program organization, appropriateness
of algorithms, efficiency, and the correctness of the results. These grades will be given on
an A-E scale for your own information, but your overall grade for the course will be either
‘A’ or ‘nothing’.
Class notes: Classroom discussions will mostly involve the homework problems, but we
will try to emphasize general principles of problem solving that are illustra,ted by our work
on the specific problems that come up. Everyone is encouraged to participate in these
discussions, except that nobody but Knuth will be allowed to talk more than three (3)
times per class period. After class, the TA will prepare notes about what happened;
-therefore you will be a.ble to pa#rticipate freely in the discussions instead of worrying about
your own note-taking. These class notes will eventually be published as aastanford report;
simila,r reports from previous years can be found in the’ library [CS606 (Michael J. Clancy,
1977); CS707 (Chris Van Wyk, 1979); CS863 [All an A. Miller, 1981); CS989 (Joseph S.
Weening, 1982); CS990 (John D. Hobby, 1983); CS1055 (Ra.msey W. Haddad, 1985).
Special dates: The Trivia Hunt will begin a,t 12:15pm on Tuesday, January 20, and it
will end aOt, 1l:OOam on Thursday, January 22. Demonstration Day for Problem 5 will be
Ma.rch 17 (in Sweet Hall).
Caveat: This course involves more work t1la.n most. other 3-unit courses a,t Stanford.
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Problem 1, due Ja.nua,ry 20:

Toetjes.

This problem was suggested by Sape Mullender, who described it as follows:
In Amsterdam, where I grew up, dessert is usually referred to as “toetje”
(Dutch for “afters”). The problem of allocating a left-over toetje to one of the
children in my family became the Toetjes Problem. The algorithm was the following: First my mother would choose a secret number between one and a hundred.
Then the children, in turn, youngest to oldest, could try to guess the number.
After the last guess my mother would tell whose guess was closest to her secret
number and the winner would get the toetje.
It quickly became clear to us kids that a clever strategy for choosing the
number would help to increase one’s chances of winning. In a family of two
children, for instance, the first child would have to choose the middle number,
50, and the other child could then choose either 51 or 49. Years later, when our
reasoning skills were more developed we could even do the optimal choice for
three kids. (Naturally, we assumed that each child would attempt to maximize
his or her chances without resorting to conspiracy with one of the others.) The
first child ha.d to choose 25 (or 75), the second 75 (or 25), and the third chould
choose any number between 26 and 74, influencing the other two kids’ chances,
but not his or her own.
Now tha#t I have a degree in mathematics, the problem still puzzles me:
Given that the secret number is chosen randomly from the interval [ 0, 11, what
is the optimal strategy for choosing a number for the i th child in a family of n
children? The i th child knows what the first i - 1 children chose, and knows
that all the children choose optimally (i.e., choose to maximize their own chance
without considera.tion for the chances of any other child in particular).
I grew up in a0 fa.mily of five children, and I never worked out the optimal
strategy for 11 = 5. Fortunately, I was the oldest, so choosing optimally was easy
for me. But I don’t think it mattered very much what I chose; I think my mother
cheated. I think she chose the number after we had all announced our guesses,
because I can’t remember anyone ever winning two times in succession.
Like most research problems, this one is incompletely specified, and we’ll have to make
suita,ble assumptions. For example, it isn’t clear what policy is assumed in case of ties.
Furthermore, the sta.ted analysis of the cases n 5 2 isn’t quite correct.
L However, it’s an excellent problem! Our goal will be to analyze the cases n <= 5
exactly in the discrete case of numbers chosen between 1 and 100, under various tiebreaking assumptions, and to analyze the continuous case of numbers in [ 0, 1 ] for as many
values of n as we can.

Problem 2, due February 3:

Multigrades.

Let the nota,tion al, ~12, . . . , a, A bl,b2,.. . , B, stand for the set of k equations

A multigrade of order k is a solution to these equa,tions in integers, when s = k + 1 and
\yhen the a’s and b’s have no elements in common.
Mult.igra.des are known to exist for 1 5 k 5 9. For example,

1,2,6 2 0,4,5
1,3,9,10 2 0,4,7,11
1,2,10,14,18 A 0,4,8,16,17
1,2,12,14,24,25 z 0,4,9,17,22,26
1,13,38,44,75,84,102 2 0,18,27,58,64,89,101
1,2,11,20,30,39,48,49~ 0,4,9,23,27,41,46,50
1,17,41,65,112,115,168,174,198 9 0,24,30,83,86,133,157,181,197
The purpose of this problem is to try to find a multigra*de of order 10 or more.
Problem 3, due Februa,ry 17:

Type checking.

This problem is based on the CHEX language, which is designed to allow the formalization
and verification of mathematical proofs. C: HEX has a fairly simple syntax, based on the
following syntax for expressions:

L

( e x p ) - (params) (func) (args)
(pa.ra.ms) - ( e m p t y ) 1 ( (pa.ram l i s t ) >
(para.m list) --+ (param group) 1 (pa,rani list) ; (param group)
(param g r o u p ) - (varia.ble list) : (t.ype)
(ident) 1 ( variable list) , (ident)
(variable list) (type) - bP)
(func) --+ (ident)
(args) - (empty) 1 ( (arg list) >
(a.rg list) - (exp) I (arg list) , (esp)

,4n (ident) is a string of letters and/or digits and/or underline (’ _ ‘) characters. If V is a
(variable list), I is an (ident), and T is a (type), the construction ‘V, I : T’ is equivalent to
‘V : T; I: T’; hence we can assume for purposes of exposition that all variable lists have
length 1. Under this assumption, an expression has the general form

where k > 0, m > 0, the v’s are identifiers, the t’s are type expressions, f is a functional
identifier, and the a’s are expressions.
A “program” in CHEX is called a script, and it is simply a sequence of definitions that
have the following synta.x:
(def ) -----+ (ident) (para,ms) : = (equiv) : (type) .
(equiv) + (exp) 1 #
(script) + (empty) 1 (script) (def )
(See the example of a CHEX script at the end of this problem statement.)
The (ident) at the beginning of a (def ) is defined by that (def ); it is called an internal
identifier if the (equiv) is an expression, otherwise it’s called an external identifier. The
(ident)s in a (variable list) are called bound variables. All other occurrences of an (ident)
are in the context of a (func), and these must match either bound variables or defined identifiers. The corresponding identifier is obtained by proceeding backward from the (func)
of an expression to all preceding bound variables in the same expression, then outward
to the preceding bound variables in enclosing expressions or the enclosing definition, then
backward through all of the preceding defined identifiers, until the first match is found.
Thus, for example, the bound variable v; in

may be referred to in the subexpressions &+I, . . . , tk, f, al, . . . , a,, unless the,identifier
v; is bound again in one of those expressions; but a variable that’s bound in al can’t be
referred to in a2. Identifiers in the (type) of a (def ) can refer to bound variables of the
_ (equiv) or (params) in that same (def ) .
Some expressions and definitions that obey the syntax above are invalid because they
break CHEX's rules. For example, an (exp) that uses a previously undefined (ident) is
invalid. We shall say an expression or definition is valid if it doesn’t break any of the rules
given above or below.
Every valid expression has a domain (VI : ICI ; . . . ; VT : I-CT), an expanded body
. 7 AM), and a range cp(cul, . . . , cup). These three concepts will be defined recursively by starting with small expressions and working up to larger ones. The expanded
form of an expression is its domain followed by its expanded body. Our definitions will
be such that the expanded form contains no appearances of internal identifiers; all such
identifiers will be “substituted out .”
If e and t are espressions, the sta,tement ‘e has type t’means tha,t the domain of e is
the domain of t and the ra,nge of e is the expanded body of t, except for possible rena.ming
F
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y

-

l

of bound va,ria,bles. The definition of an internal identifier is invahcl unless the staBted (exp)
has the stated (type).
Given an expression (*) whose domain, expanded body, and range are to be defined,
we first, define the domain a,nd range of its functional identifier .f. If .f is a bound vaz-ia,ble v;,
its domain and range are the domain and expanded body of t;. Otherwise .f was defined
in some (def ) whose (params) are (201 : ~1; . . . ; ZQ : ~1) and whose (type) has domain
(WI : &;... ; IVL : SL) and expanded body $(/?I , . . . J,). In this case the domain of f is
: u’l;.. .;zu[: u’l;w~ : u , ; . . . ; M/i : UL), where ui is the expanded form of u;; the range
(

,

o?f is $(A,. . . ,Py).

Let the domain of f be (21 : Xl;. . .; xn : X,). The expression (*) is invalid unless
m 5 17. If ~1 = 12. - d, we replace (*) by
c

(VI : tl; . . . ;

Vk+d

( ** >

: tk+d)f(al, . . . , an.)

by setting (tk+l , . . . , tk+d) to the last d types in f’s domain and by letting a,+; = v&j-i
for 1 5 i < d. Thus we can assume that m = n.
The expression (**) is invalid unless a; has type X; for 1 5 i 5 12. The domain of (**)
is (vl : ti ; . . . ; 271%- : t’l,-), where I< = k + d and ti is the expanded form of t;. The range
of (**) is the range of f.
Thus it remains only to define the expanded body of (**). If f is a bound variable or
an external identifier, the expanded body is simply f (ni, . . . , a;), where CL: is the expanded
form of a;. Otherwise f is an internal identifier whose definition has the expanded form

f( Xl

:xl;...;x~

: Arl) := (x1+1 : Xl+1;. . . ;xn : X,)Q(B1,. . . , BN)
: (WI : Q...

; WL 1 ~TL)d(Pl, * * * , Pzf).

The expanded body of ( ** ) is obtained by substituting a; for xi in @( B1, . . . , BN).
If a; has an empty domain, xi will not be followed by a. list of a#rguments in the
body @(BI 7. - . > BN), so substitution is simply replacement. Otherwise, ai is a function,
and substitution for x; involves the substitution of xi’s arguments into ai’s body. This
recursive substitution process eventually terminates, because a CHEX script cannot define
a. function of a function of a function s . . ad infinitum.
The specia.l definition
atom := # : atom.
,is assumed to be implicitly present just before every CHEX script. An expression used as
a (type) is valid only if its range is ‘ atom ‘.
Well, those are the rules of CHEX. Problem 3 is to write a program tha~t checks the
validity of a CHEX script. Furthermore, the program should calcula.te the length of the
expanded form of each (def ). This length s1lould be computed as the total nulnber of
‘tokens’, where a, token is either an (ident) or one of the punctuation marks ‘ ( ‘, ‘ , ‘, ‘ ; ‘,
t .) (=) ) (#‘) ‘> ‘) ‘ . ‘) used in the language. The following is an example CHEX script.
* 7
boo1 := #t: n t o m .

{ there’s a. special kind of a,tom called a8 boo1 }
{ and a.nother ca.llecl a. proof of a. boo1 ; logicians sa.y I- b }

proof (b : bool) := #: cl.tom.
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eq(a: atom; x, y : a) := X: book
{ eq is a, proposition thak two varia,bles of type a are equal}
is(a : atom; x, y : a) := proof (eq(a,x, y)): atom. { this asserts that x = y can be proved}
identical (n : atom; x : a) := #: is (a,x,x). ( an axiom: k x =x )
eq-axiom (a : atom; x, y, z : a; p : is (a, x, 2); q : is (a, y, 2)) := #: is (a, 5, y).
{ another axiom: if t- x = z and I- y = z then k x = y }
eq-symmetry(a : atom; 2, y : a; p : is(a., x, y)) := eq-axiom(a) y, x, y, identical (a, y), p):
. is@, y,x). { previous axioms are used here to deduce k y = x from k x = y }
eq-tran,sitivity (a : atom ; x,y,z:a;p:is(a,x,y); q:is(a,y,z)) :=
eq-a.xiom(a, x,2, y,p, eq-symmetry(a) y, 2, q)): is(a) x,2).
{ I-x=y and ky=z implies tx=z}
eq-functionality(a., b : atom; x, y : a; p: is(a) x, y); f : (x : a) b) := I#: is (b, f(x), f(y)).
{ t- x = y implies k f(x) = f(y) for any function f }
nat := #I atom. { another primitive atom, representing the nonnegative integers }
0 := #:’ nut. { 0 is a nonnegative integer by definition}
succ(x : nat) := #: nat. { the successor function}
succ-unique (x, y : nat; p: is (nat, succ(x), succ(y))) := #: is (nat ,x, y).
{ a.nother a.xiom: different nuts can’t have the same succ }
nat-pred (x : nat ) := boo1 : atom. { a3 predicate defined on nuts }
nat-imp (p : natpred ; x : nat ; q : proof (p(x))) := proof (p(succ (2))): atom.
{ an induc.tive implication }
inductioti(p : nat-pred ; q : proof (p(O)); r : natAmp( := #: (x : nat )proof (p(x)).
{ Peano’s axiom }
sum(x, y : nut) := #I nat. { the sum of two nats is a nab }
sum-axl(x:nat) := #: is(nat,sum(x,O),x). { tx+O = x)
sum_ax2(x,y:nat) := #: is(nat,sum(x,succ(y)),succ(sum(x,y))).
1
{ I- x + y’ = (5 + y)’ }
thml (x, y : nat) := eq(nat,sum(succ(x),y), succ(sum(x, y))): bool. {x’ + y = (x + y)’
step1 (x : nat) := sum-ax1 (succ(x)): is(sum(succ(x),O),succ(x)).
{ I-x’+ 0 = x’}
step2 (x : nat ) := eq-functionality (nat , nat , sum(x) 0)) 2, sum-ax1 (x), succ ):
is (succ(sum(xy O)), succ(x)). { I- (x + 0)’ = 2’}
- step3 (x : nat) :=
eq-axiom(nat, sum(succ(x), 0)) succ(sum(x, 0))) succ(x), step1 (x), step2 (x)):
proof (thml (x, 0)). { hence I-x’ + 0 = (x + 0)’ }
step4 (x, y : nat; q : proof (thml (x, y))) :=
eq-axiom(nat, sum(succ(x), y), sum(x, succ(y)), sum(x, y), q, sum-ax2 (a, y)):
is (sum(succ(x), y), sum(x) succ(y))).
{ assuming thml as an induction hypothesis, we can prove that x’ + y = x + y’ }
step5 (x, y : nat; q : proof (thml (x, y))) :=
eqJunctionality(nat, na,t, sum(succ(x), y), sum(x) succ(y)), step4 (x, y, q), succ):
is (succ( sum(succ(x), y)), succ(sum(x, sUcc(y)))).
{ from which it follows tha.t (x’ + y)’ = (X + y’)’ }
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stepli (x, y : nat) :=
sum-ax2 (succ(x), y): is(sum(succ(x), s?~cc(y)), succ(sum(succ(x), y)>>.
{ and n” + y’ = (x’ + y)’ by definition }
step7(x, y : nnt; q : proof (thml (x, y))) := eq-t ransitivity(nat, sum(succ(x),
succ(y)), succ(sum(succ(x), y)), succ(sum(x, swc(y))), step6 (cc, y), step5 (x, y, q)):
proof (thml (x, succ (y))).
{ hence the induction hypothesis yields x’ + y’ = (x + y’)’ as desired }
qed-thml (x : nat) := induction(thm1 (x), step3 (x), step7(x)): (y : nat )proof (thml (x, y)).
thm2(x, y : nat) := eq(nat,sum(x, y),sum(y,x))): bool.

Problem 4, due March 3:

(x + y = y + x)

Discovering the wheels.

-4 certain 3-wheel slot machine in a Nevada casino lets you see four consecutive positions
of the wheels after they have stopped spinning.
Consider the following sequence of observations (recorded on April 24, 1976):

LOLC
OLCL
JLOL
LCLJ
LJLO
LOLC
L07B
L07B
LOLC
OLCL
L07B
JLOL
LOLC
L07B
CLJL
LCLJ
LJLO
OLCL
LJLO
LJLO
LCLJ
CLJL
JL07

JOJB LB07
C7LJ LBOB
BJC7 LBOB
OJBJ BLBO
JOJB BJBO
CJOJ BOBL
JOJB JBOB
OJBJ BOBL
CJOJ B07L
JOJB LBJB
CJOJ BOBL
CJOJ BLBO
JOJB BOBL
JBJC BLBJ
LJCJ BLBJ
BJCJ 7LB0
BJCJ LBJB
7LJC 7LB0
JOJB OBLB
JBJC LBOB
7LJC BLBO
BJC7 OBLB
JOJB LBOB

LOLC
07BL
7BL0
CLJL
LCLJ
JL07
LOLC
L07B
OLCL
OLCL
07BL
LCLJ
JLOL
JLOL
LOLC
LJLO
LOLC
JL07
JL07
LCLJ
CLJL
LOLC
LJLO

C7LJ
JCJO
BJCJ
JBJC
JOJB
OJBJ
JBJC
OJBJ
OJBJ
JOJB
JCJO
JOJB
CJOJ
CJOJ
CJOJ
OJBJ
JC7L
BJC7
OJBJ
JBJC
OJBJ
JC7L
JOJB

BOBL
BJBO
LB07
LBOB
LBOB
BLBJ
LBOB
LB07
BOBL
OBLB
BOBL
LBOB
BLBO
LBOB
LBOB
07LB
BJBO
OBLB
BLBJ
LBOB
B07L
BOBL
BJBO

LCLJ
LOLC
JLOL
OLCL
OLCL
LOLC
07BL
BLOL
LJLO
JLOL
LOLC
JL07
CLJL
07BL
CLJL
CLJL
LJLO
LJLO
OLCL
LOLC
JL07
LJLO
LCLJ
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OJBJ
BJC7
JCJO
BJCJ
BJCJ
OJBJ
JBJC
JOJB
OJBJ
JBJC
7LJC
OJBJ
C7LJ
JOJB
JCJO
C7LJ
LJCJ
JOJB
CJOJ
JOJB
C7LJ
7LJC
CJOJ

07LB
BJBO
LBOB
OBLB
BOBL
BOBL
LB07
BOBJ
BLBO
BLBJ
07LB
BLBO
OBLB
JBOB
OBLB
07LB
LBJB
OBLB
BOBL
BLBO
BOBL
BOBL
LBOB

LJLO
JLOL
LCLJ
LOLC
LJLO
CLJL
LOLC
OLCL
JL07
L07B
L07B
LOLC
OLCL
LJLO
LCLJ
OLCL
7BL0
JL07
LCLJ
OLCL
LCLJ
CLJL
CLJL

JBJC
JCJO
OJBJ
JOJB
CJOJ
BJCJ
CJOJ
LJCJ
C7LJ
CJOJ
JCJO
JCJO
JBJC
BJCJ
OJBJ
JOJB
CJOJ
JOJB
JCJO
OJBJ
CJOJ
BJC7
OJBJ

JBOB
BLBO
LBJB
LBOB
BLBO
BJBO
OBLB
B07L
BJBO
LBOB
BOBL
JBOB
BLBO
BLBO
BJBO
LBOB
LBJB
OBLB
BLBO
LBOB
BOBL
B07L
BOBL

.

Here B, C, J, L, and 0 stand respectively for bell, cherry, jackpot, lemon, and ora,nge. The
payoff table is

777 200
J J J 100
BBB
18
BBJ
18
LLL
14
LLJ
14
000
10
OOJ
10
ccx
5
CXY
2

(X is any symbol except C)
(Y is any symbol except C)

The machine is fairly small, hence it is clear by physical observation that no wheel can
contain more than 25 symbols.
The problem is to reconstruct the patterns of symbols on the wheels, as well as possible,
based on this data. For each n < 25 and each of the three wheels, determirie all of the
“reasonably likely” candidate patterns and give a quantitative estimate of the proba.bility
that each candidate is consistent with the data above.
Solve this problem also for subsets of the data: How certain would we be about the
wheel configurations if we had only 3/4 of the above data? Only half? Only l/4?
Consider also what can be deduced if we are able to see only three consecutive positions
on each tiheel (e.g., if the first rea.ding is simply ‘LOL JOJ LBO’). What if we are able to
see-only two consecutive positions at once (e.g., ‘LO JO LB’? And what if we can see only
a single symbol (e.g., ‘L J L’)?
What is the expected payoff?
’ Problem 5, due March 17:

Flashy signs.

The Digiflash Sign Corporation is a new startup company that manufactures signboards
containing an 8 x 256 array of lights, each of which is either ‘off’ or ‘on’. The sign is
attached to a standard ASCII keyboard; there is also some random-access memory, and a
small processor chip.
Thus, a Digiflash sign can be thought of as a microcomputer whose only input device
is the keyboard, and whose only output device is the 8 x 256 array of lights.
Unfortunately, the Digiflash people know nothing about software or user interfaces.
They wish to hire the members of CS304 as consultants, so that users of Digiflash signs
can easily prepare display sequences.
Digiflash users know nothing about computers and care less. But they want to set
the machine up so that it will display repea.ting pastterns of lights; these patterns are
supposed to catch people’s eyes and communicate important messages. The users want
lots of features, but they don’t want to spend time learning how to use the features.
Design a suitable user interface, and write the user manual. The manual should be at
most one page long. Try to include as many fea#tures as possible, subject to the condition
that they a,re ea,sy t’o learn and easy to expla.in.

A typical clispla,y sequence shouldn’t take too long to set up, but minimum setup
time is not a primary goal. The Digifla.sh unit is not intended to be used online (like a
scoreboard), it’s just supposed to be good for making display sequences tha.t are set up
once and repea’ted ma,ny times.
4
Your user interfa.ce should be programmed for Macintosh, using special Digiflashsimulation routines tha.t will be supplied by the teaching assistant. On Demonstration
Day, March 17, your interface and manual will be tle:st,ed by novice users specially brought
to Sweet Hall for the occasion.
6 January 1987
Introduction
Twenty-three students, Don Knuth in a classic grey three-piece suit, and yours truly
crowded into room 301 of Margaret Jacks Hall for the first meeting of CS 304. A course
data sheet and class enrollment sheet was passed to each student, and class began.
The first thirty minutes of class were devoted to a description of the course and a
perusal of the data sheet. The course will be ten weeks long, and five problems will be
attempted. True to the faith invested in them by the admissions committee, the class soon
calculated tha,t each problem should take approximately two weeks. The first problem was
drafted with the realization tha.t the comprehensive examination occurred during the first
two weeks of the quarter, aad its due date was set to the Tuesday following the exam.
One major goal of the course is to prepare the students for research. It will often be
the case that the solution to the problems is not known, and it may occur that a problem
is not solvable. The problems may not be completely stated or may be open-ended.
Another goal of the class is to establish contact between students. No pair of students
may work together in a team on more than one problem. Teams will consist of two or
three students, with problems three and five probably requiring the larger teams.
A third goal is to acquaint the students with the resources availa.ble a*t Stanford. To
this end, a two-day Trivia Hunt will be held for the first time, two weeks into the quarter.
DEK congratulated everyone on their high grade for the course, and then introduced
the teaching assistant. These notes will be compiled after class each day, reviewed by
DEK, and ready soon a,fter.
Everyone was asked to introduce themselves next, give their interests, where they were
from, and whether they played a musical instrument or rode a0 bicycle. This made for an
entertaining half hour and helped everyone get to know each other.
Problem 1: Toetjes
Finally, in the last half hour of the class, we started on the first problem. After
everyone read the problem statement, discussion was opened.
DEK noted that we could assume the mother chose her number and wrote it down,
before the children started guessing, to eliminate the maternal instinct factor on random
number genera’tion. He mentioned that the problem could be extended to the real numbers,
in which case epsilon (E) becomes useful; the first pla.yer might choose l/2, and the second
l/2 - E, for instance.
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DEK wrote some formulas on the board for the range of numbers that won for each
child. Let us order the numbers chosen by the children and call the numbers ~1 through
x,. Then, the range of numbers that win for each pla,yer (ignoring ties for the moment) is:
0,

x1 + x2

for child 1

2
Xi-1 + Xi Xi + Xi+1
2
’
2
2 n - 1 +xn
2

7

for child i, 1 < i < n
for child n

1

Various ways to eliminate ties were then suggested. MH suggested splitting the toetjes
among the tied children; random choice among the tied children was also suggested. The
youngest child among those tied was a third suggestion; it was noted that this is the same
as the first guess of those tied, since the children guessed from youngest to oldest. BH
suggested that nobody (or perhaps the mother) win.
Another suggestion was that the game be played over. This was separated into two
cases: restricting the next game to the two who were tied, and just starting the game over
with all of the children.
DS (or was it DM?) had an interesting suggestion. Make moves that allow a possible
tie illegal. Thus, it would be illegal to choose an odd integer if the least number chosen
greater than yours was odd, or if the greatest number chosen less than yours was odd.
KR -suggested that the mother choose some number that is not half of an integer;
for- instance, she might choose a number in the interval (42.5,43). It was shown that all
numbers within that range are equivalent. It seemed plausible that the range (42.5,43)
would also be equivalent to (43,43.5), but this was shown not to be the case with the
chosen numbers 42 and 44. Under this scheme, the mother has 198 essentially different
. choices, represented by the intervals (t, F) for 1 < n < 200.
The tie breaking ideas were then exa*mined, and those with equivalent payoff and
optimal playing strategies grouped. The divided payoff is obviously equivalent to the
random choice among tied children. DEK asked whether they might be both equivalent
to starting the game over. BH objected, saying that if there is a way to force a tie, even
between two other players, this might, be the best move. DEK mentioned that the optimal
strategy, and thus the play of the children, should remain the same from game to game.
At this point, DEK recommended that everyone work out for Thursday solutions to
the two-person and three-person cases for both the discrete and the continuous case and
as many of the tie breaking strategies as possible.
TF mentioned that optimal play might still allow some freedom of choice which would
affect the payoff for the other children. For instance, when playing between two other
chosen numbers, where you play does not affect your pa.yoff (at least, not in the continuous
version), but it a.ffects the payoff of the other children. So a, ‘courteous’ sibling will play
in the middle of an interval.
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8 January 1987
Preamble
On the second da-y of CS 304, more discussion of bicycles and music was prompted by
the inexplica.ble a,ppearance of four new students in the class. The first edition of notes
sold out within minutes; more haadouts are available on request. The four members of
the class who are not taking the comprehensive examination were pointed out as idea.1
teammates. Attention was then quickly focused on the ‘toetjes’ problem.

After some initial discussion over the pronunciation of ‘toetjes’, DEK listed and numbered the tie breaking strategies from Tuesday.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Fractional payoff
Random choice
Start over
Youngest
Oldest
Nobody
Lowest guess
Illegal to choose move which ties
Mother chooses fraction # F
Highest guess

BH said that if a player had several equally good moves at some point, his selection
could a.ffect subsequent moves. RZ said that a tie breaking game between the two contenders (not listed in the above strategies) would be equivalent to random selection, unless
there was a number exactly in the middle for the discrete case.
MR suggested that the mother must choose a different number each time in response
to a suggest’ion that the optimal strategy would remain invaria,nt,. EW said that a, child
might choose an optimal move for him, and yet be in conspiracy with another child by
his choice among equally good moves. This complication was removed when DEK said
we could assume only self interest among the children. Yet, somebody pointed out tha.t
-strategy 3 might be different from random choice, because starting over gives a tied Dla,ver
less than a 50% chance; hence strategy 3 makes tying less desirable.
DEK then listed different methods by which selection among equally desirable moves
might be made.
a)
b)
c)
cl)

Choose
Choose
Choose
Choose

randomly
lowest
highest
middle
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MH then stated that play would be influenced by the stra#tegy chosen. TH requested
a clarifica.tion of what was meant by ‘optimal play’; can we take into account the selection
strategy? MR asked if the other players could know each other’s selection strategy.
This question was answered implicitly by the next presentation by DEK, when he
used some mathemaOtical notation to try to clarify the problem. Let us call the numbers
selected x1 . . . x~, ordered by their selection sequence. Let us introduce a function .f, such
that f(x1,...,xi-l)= 2;; given the prior moves xl,. . . , xi-l, this is the best move for the
ith child. Let us also introduce a probability function ~k(xl,. . . , x,), which calculates the
probability that the kth child will win, given all selected numbers. This latter function is
straightforward to calculate, and the former can be calculated recursively. For instance,
assmiling a# five player game,
f ( x1,...,xq)= x5 *p5(x1,.**,xs)=

max
,...,24) P5bl

l

l

l

$47 2)

az{m

This is an algorithmic function for f (x1 . . . x4); it depends on the
if several x5’s achieve the maximum. Using this function, we can

selection strategy (a-d)
calculate f (517 22, X3 ) 8s

follows:
f(x1+2,x3) =x4 *

max

1)4(21,..-,X4,f(X1,**.7X4)) =

1)~(X~)X2,X3,~,f(~1,52r53,~))

tg{%~2,~3)

This can be extended step
f(Q)Q) =

by step:

x 3 w p4(x~)x2)23) f(X1,~2,~3),f(~1,~2,~3,f(~l,~~~~3))) =

MR mentioned that the selection strategy affects f, and therefore p. MH observed
that knowing the selection strategy of the other players can cause the previously equivalent
selections to be not equivalent.
DEK suggested that one exa,mple be worked out completely. Before we could begin,
-JS said that only the last person has a large choice of equivalent moves. He supported
this with an example. If player 72 - 1 (the second to last player) moves closer to one of the
other players, it will affect the play of player 72, thus affecting player 12 - 1. TF looked at
another angle; playing in the middle of a large interval might be a bad choice if the next
player moves adjacent to you, reducing your chances; it might be smarter to move into a
smaller interval where there will be less competition.
DEIi then focused discussion temporarily on strategy 8 (see the above table), where a
move is illegal if it can lead to a tie. MH said that under this stra.tegy, only odd intervals
can remain a,t the end of a game (where the parity of an interval is the parity of the
difference of its bounds.) TB said that for the two player game, one must choose an even
number and the other an odd. DEK observed that there were no legal moves within a,
gap. h4R introclucecl a. new twist; such a. move might, be legal if further moves made ties
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impossible. RZ mentioned that this might be possible if an even interval were reduced to
two odd intervals.
DEK listed the possibilities; an even interva.l can be reduced to either two odd or
two even intervals, but an odd interval must a.lwa,ys be reduced to one even and one odd
interval. Thus, a player is allowed to make an even interval only if the number of players
following him is equal to or greater than the number of even intervals after his move!
At this point BH expressed some frustration with the discussion so far. He noted that
we had worked on this problem for two days, without finishing an analysis of even one
case. DEK observed that with what ha#d been discovered so far, we could complete an
analysis for any of the tie breaking stra,tegies in the discrete case with a simple computer
program.
DEK then directed the discussion to the analysis of the two person case for as many
of the tie breaking strategies as possible. RZ corrected the solution for the two person case
given in the problem statement, saying that the two numbers chosen should be 50 and 51
rather than 49 and 50. DEK wondered if this solution would change under any of the tie
breaking strategies, and TF contributed the fact that 52 would be a valid choice for the
second player if the first player chose 50 and the choose highest strategy was adopted.
Somebody proposed that tie breaking stra,tegy 9 was equivalent to 2, assuming that
the mother chooses a truly random number, so strategy 9 could be discarded. It was also
shown that the first two strategies were equivalent.
An analysis of the three person case was then started. We considered the payoffs
in terms of the interval sizes. The numbers (nl , n2, ?23) represent the numbers chosen
. sorted by numerical sequence; we used the case of (10,60,65) as an example. The numbers
(al, ~22, ~3, ad) represent the intervals, calculated by successive differences, assuming the
sequence of n’s was prefixed with a 0 and suffixed with a 101; this gave us the intervals
(10,50,5,36). The payoff was calculated by hand; 121 wins in 35 cases, n2 wins in 27 cases,
and n3 wins in 38 cases. A formula for the number of winning cases based on interval sizes
was proposed:

This was found to fail for the case of ~2, however, and TH was first with a solution;
-ra,ther than use the difference between the two bounds as the.interval size, use the number
of values between the two bounds (which is one less.)
The continuous case was examined next. First, we looked at the third play, assuming
tha.t the first two pla.yers ha,d pla.yed a,t 91.1 and na. There a.re t.hree ga.ps, ul a,nd u3 on
the two ends, and u2 in the middle. If the third pla.yer moves in interval ~2, his expected
pa$yoff is y, no matter where he plays. If he moves in interval ~11, choosing some b < nl,
his pa.yoff is b+ q or F. To maximize this, b is ma.simizecl, yielding a pa.yoff of al - E.
Therefore, his besh move ;s trivially found.

,4 handy model based on an infinite number line was presented next. Imagine that
when you chose x, all points 2n + x and 2n - x are marked on the real line, for all integers
n.. This ‘reflective’ model may be useful for visualization.
The second move was examined next. We can assume the first player played at some
point, say, 0.2. If the second player plays in the lower interval, the third will play at 0.2 + E.
If the second player plays close to the first, at b, let us say, the third will play at b + E.
If the second player plays far from the first player, the third player will play between the
two. .For a first play of 0.2, we found that the boundary between the latter two cases to
be when the second player plays at 11/15.
At this point we were almost out of time, so we talked about how many operations
it would take for a computer progra,m to analyze the discrete case for three players. We
can ca.lcula.te pk(x1, x2, x3) in constant time. Calcula.ting 23 = f (x1, x2) will take about
100 itera,tions. The next level, x2 = .f(xl ), will ta.ke approximately 100 iterations of a
calculat ation for x3, and x1 will take approximately 100 iterations over x2. This yields
about 1003 operations. MH suggested that this can be reduced by a factor of 100, since
we ha,ve a. simple algorithm to calculate x3. He also suggested another way to reduce the
complexity; scale the problem down, say from 100 numbers to 50, solve it there, and refine
the solution somehow for the larger case.
Postamble
For class on Tuesday, DEK wants a list of the members of each team, and solutions
for as many combinations of the three person game as possible.

13 January 1987
More on Toetjes
ER started the third class day with a report on his solutions to the integral case.
With selection in the range of 1 to 100, the three person game yielded the optimal solution
of choices 75, 25, and then 26. The lowest optimal choice was taken at each point. The
solution required two minutes on a Macintosh. He also ran a, four person gabme, with
selection restricted to 1 to 25. After an hour on the Mac, the solution 21, 13, 5, and 4 was
found.
JS said that an optimal strategy might be for the first n- 1 players to sprea,d themselves
out-evenly, in positions (k - 1/2)/(7-t - 1) for 1 2 k < n, except that some players may try
to shrink an interval by a small amount to reduce the chances of the last player moving
next to them. This seemed to aagree with ER’s results.
This brought up the subject of epsilons. DEK stated that e is positive and smaller than
any positive real. DM said that, because of this, E would not factor into the payoff. DEK
replied with the fact that the epsilons would factor into the payoff when the continuous
case mapped into the discrete case. BH noted that the ma,pping might fail, because the
discrete case introduced edge cases aalcl funny possibilities.
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Discussion then proceeded to the form the epsilons would take. DEK introduced
polynomials in epsilon, noting that kc2 < c for all real k. After some initial discussion over
the order in which the exponents would be chosen, JS suggested that the exponents were
arbitrary, and could be assigned simply by each player choosing his exponent by comparing
it to the previous players; a simple ordering should result.
MR pointed out that if E was smaller than any real number and didn’t really affect
the payoff, E was not big enough to make any intervals smaller and thus affect subsequent
plays.
DEE; suggested that we analyze the four player ga.me in the continuous case. With
a conjectured solution of l/6, l/2, and 5/6 for the first three players, the last player can
move a,nywhere from l/6 to 5/6 with equal payoff.
BH suggested that we modify the game somewhat; we play it on a circle, and see
what ha.ppens with this simplified game. The first player chooses some point, and the
game is composed entirely of bounded intervals. JS agreed that solving this case might
shed some light on the E problem. Noting the fact that the last player will play in the
largest remaining interval, JS mentioned that the people who play on the ends could choose
points E closer to the ends and effectively reduce the game to the circle game. For instance,
for the five player ga,me, the first player might choose l/8 - e. This protects a region of
l/8 to his left, since nobody else will want to move there. The second pla.yer might choose
‘i/8 + C, for the same reason. Now we have effectively a circle game with the remaining
players. The next two players would presumably choose 3/8 + 0( 6) and 5/8 + O(C) in some
fashion.
In reply to BH’s conjecture that this might be a problem in which we never use a,
computer, DEK agreed that computers are often a*pplied too quickly, but he also started
discussion on how we might use a. computer in this situation. An accurate solution of the
continuous case might allow an optima.1 solution to be found in a discrete case more quickly,
perhaps through something simila#r to alpha-beta pruning. Alpha-bet a pruning does not
a,pply directly in this case, since it is not a. two-player game. DS a#greed that something
like alpha-beta pruning ought to help, because other players who maximize their scores
a,re implicitly minimizing yours. One way to do some pruning will probably be to analyze
moves in order of their probable optimality. It is unnecessary to explore the alternative of
moving into a small interval whose pa,yoff is guaraateed to be less than the pa.yoff known
to be achievable by an alrea.dy-analyzed stra,tegy. Also, if you find that some move gives
a previous player a poorer score than he knows he can obtain, you may be able to avoid
exploring that move because the previous pla.yer would not have allowed you to make it.
*
DEK brought out a potential problem with the discrete case where ties are broken by
repla,ying the game; in the case of a. tie, the chaace of winning is based on the chance of
winning, recursively. Thus, calculating the optimal move for a player may depend on his
optimal move. It’s not just a. simple recursive function where you can iterat,e, either; the
choice of moves ma,y profoundly afFect subsequent pla#y.
TF then presented a full analysis of the second to the last player’s choices in the
continuous case, assuming that optimal moves are chosen either randomly or at the middle
of intervals. He sta.rt,ed by defining the ‘length’ of an interval as the clista,nce between the
two bounding points divided by 2; if it, is bounded on both sides, or simply the actl~:ll
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length of the interval for the end intervals. He then broke the situation into four cases,
depending on the relative lengths of the la,rgest and second-largest intervals, and showed
that in each case the second to the last player will move into the longest interval.
Following this, JS presented his analysis, based on ‘terminal’ and ‘non-terminal’ intervals. Let’s pretend the game is over. We define the following terms: A terminal player
is a player whose neighbors on either side played before he did. At any point in the game,
a terminal interval is an interval that will not be moved in by the end of the game.
DEK pointed out that the sequence of intervals and moves can be thought of as a
tree: The first player’s move goes at the root, and the other moves go into the left or right
subtree if they are less than or greater than the first move, respectively. Then terminal
intervals correspond to the leaves of the tree.
JS continued: Let us assume that there are k terminal players. Let’s ignore these
players, and look at the moves of the 92 - X: non-terminal players, marking each interval
as a terminal or a non-terminal interval. One of the non-terminal intervals is the largest;
this is the one the last player will play in. The length of this interval shall be called s.
Let us now look at some other non-terminal interval. If the length of the interval
is less than s, then at least one of the two players bounding the interval is not playing
optimally. For if they had moved to make the interval slightly larger but still smaller than
s, they would win more.
On the other hand, the interval cannot be larger than 29, as otherwise after some
player plays in the middle, one of the two new intervals would be larger than s, and the
last player would move there. Thus, each non-terminal interval will be between s and 2s
in Ikngth. Each player will play to optimize the lengths of the intervals on either side of
him, so it appears that all of the non-terminal intervals will close to length 29, and all of
the terminal intervals will be of length s.
DEK ended the meeting by commenting on how promising some of the ideas looked,
* and everyone went home to study for the camps.
15 January 1987
Just Desserts
Class started with a festive Happy Birthday sung by the class for BH. DEK reminded
everyone that the Trivia Hunt would start Tuesday. He recommended that the teams be
.
kept to a uniform size.
.- KR started discussion on Toetjes by asking if we really needed epsilons. DEK mentioned that the epsilon system presented last time .had flaws when combined with the
operation of maximization. For example, the following function suggested by BH has no
maximum:

We might say tha?, the ma,ximum value 1 - 2~ occurs when x = l/2 - c, but some sort
of sequential scheme for choosing epsilons seems indicated.
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KR. continued by presenting his solution to the continuous case for three pla,yers in
the modified game that has virtual players at 0 and 1. If a plays a,t l/3 - c, and b plays at
213 - ~12, then c should play anywhere between a and 1. Assuming a random choice, the
payoffs for a, b, and c are 7124, l/4, and l/6 respectively. But if n plays at l/3 exactly,
b plays a.t 213 and c moves anywhere randomly, the expected payoffs are 5118, 5118, and
l/60. So a increases his payoff if he uses epsilons in his move.
MR wondered what would happen if b moved to the right a little, playing at the point
213 - e/2 + y. This would force c to move between a and b. The new payoffs ca#lculated
for this situation were l/4, l/4, and l/6.
We decided to look more closely at the game with the zero and one points already
taken, so that we could understand the calculations underlying KR’s solution. For the two
person case, the first person might play at l/2 - e, and the second player somewhere to the
right. With this case, the payoffs would be So = l/4 - ~12, S, = 318 - ~14, Sb = 1/4+~/2,
and S1 = l/8 + c/40. With the first player at l/2, the payoffs are l/4, 318, l/4, and l/8.
Thus, it is to the advantage of the first player to move exactly in the middle.
Infinitesimals were brought up next. BH mentioned sequential choice of infinitesimals
seems like.John Conway’s notion of ‘o-games’ in the book Winning Ways. When someone
asked what infinitesimals were, DEK described the progression from the rationals to the
reals to infinitesimals, and referred the interested student to Surreal Numbers.
Reference was made back to KR.‘s presentation, where it was noticed that the first
player decreased his winning by (7124-5118) = l/72 by moving exactly on l/3. BH noted
that in the discrete case, such a small difference might drop out.
DEK asked how feasible it was to do these case analyses on the computer, since
“computers are good at cases.” Rational arithmetic is an obvious necessity; floating point
will not work. MH said that infinitesimals were also required, and BH conjectured that only
one would be required. DEK suggested an interesting possibility; a symbolic representation
might be used for the numbers. Then, every time a calculation required the comparison
of two numbers, all possibilities be tried. Thus, the search procedure searches a tree of
constraints on the values.
JS said that the epsilons should be reported in the score. DEK agreed; ta.king the
limit as epsilon approaches zero is not sufficient. This is reflected in our discussion of y
above; if b’s payfoff is just known to be l/4 in the limit, we miss the fact tha.t he is better
of taking y = 0.
Our analysis of the 2-person case explains the moves of b in KR’s analysis of the
3-person case, since the 3-person ga+me reduces to a 2-person game scaled by a factor of
-213 + E after player 2 chooses l/3 - E. That is why b moves exactly in the middle of the
remaining interval.
This suggests that a recursive approach might work, where the n-pla.yer game can be
solved by looking aft scaled-down versions of a (previously solved) (91. - l)-player ga.me. If
we know the expected pa,yoffs of So, S,, Sb, S,, S1 in the 3-player game, including the
dependencies on E, we can analyze what happens in the 4-player game when the first player
guesses l/4 - c. MH pointed out tha.t this would 1ea.d to quadratics in E and y; somebody
else mentioned that E and 7 are independent. so t1la.t we caal not tell whether 3~ is grea.ter
t1ia.n or less tha,n 2y? for exa.niple.
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JS then suggested tl1a.t only one epsilon move need actually be made in a game. For
instance, a,fter the first pla.yer in this 4-person game moves to l/4-~, the remaining interval
is already stretched, hence the second player can move to 214 - c instead of 214 - 6 - y.
DEK suggested thta we might be able to let the computer prove this conjecture by showing
tha,t E = 0 turns out to be optimum.
R.C mentioned that we had not proved that, assuming the first two players played
near the endpoints, all subsequent plays would be between them. We had not even shown
that it was optimal for the first two players to play near the endpoints. DM said that we
could prove tha.t it is dumb to play at l/4 + E for the three person continuous game, since
the last person will move at l/4. BH mentioned that if the first player plays in the vicinity
of his lowest optima1 point, our ana.lysis holds, but he might have another equally good
move somewhere in the middle. DM countered by saying tha,t you wanted to prevent the
last pla.yer from moving next to you, so you wanted to move next to a previous play to
control the size of one of your intervals.
DEK then proposed that we look at a possibly recursive analysis. If there are n
players, and the first player plays at a, then the subsequent plays can be looked at as
a, i-player game on the interval (0, a) and a j-player ga.me on the interval (a, 1)) where
i + j = 92 - 1. For instance, the first player might move at 0.4. Let us say that there are
three remaining pla.yers. If the second player decides to treat the right-hand interval as a
2-person game, he will move to its midpoint, 0.7; then the third player will play somewhere
in the left-hand interva,l. However, if the second player plays at thinks of the right-hand
interval as a 3-person game he will play at 0.6 - E, and the third player will play somewhere
between the second pla.yer and 1.
BH thought that, if there were nine people left to play, one might be able to figure
out, how many would go on each side by the respective lengths of the two sides and by the
expected pa,yoff for the smaller games.
1
However, TR noticed that a simple recursive analysis might not hold. If, for instance,
~1, pla*ys at 0.46, b’s best move is a*t 0.23, which ma.tches the recursive strategy. At this
point, however, c can play at 0.69 - e, after which d will play somewhere in the interval
0.77 + E, 0.92 - 2~) thus not creating only intervals smaller than 0.23, which will force e to
move in one of the first two intervals. With this analysis, c’s payoff (assuming d plays in
the middle of his interval or chooses randomly) is 0.1925.
If c pla.ys according to the three-person strategy, he would play at 0.64, d would play
act 0.72, and e would play as before, yielding c a payoff of 0.18. Thus, the size of the other
intervals affects the play within a single interval.
L At this point, the bell rang. The first set of writeups are due Tuesday; one writeup
per team.

20 January 1987
.

From Toetjes To Trivia
Sanpe Mullender appeared in Tuesday’s class a.nd bestowed upon us the correct pronunciation of the word ‘toetjes’. Finally we could talk about our problem with some semblence
of intelligence. Reports were due, and the day’s class was spent discussing the results.
.
MR., representing his team of CC, DB, and himself, quickly presented some results.
They used a. brute-force approach, generating all possible combinations of moves before
the la,st; the la,st pla.yer’s move was decided by moving into the largest remaining interval.
The lowest optimal move was chosen in the case of equally good moves, as this was the
ea,siest to implement. DEK asked how hard it would be to modify the program to calculate
the solutions for all of the tie-breaking strategies and move selection strategies, perhaps
all in pa.rallel. MR replied that it would be easy to modify the code to handle each case
individually, but that it was not written to handle cases in parallel. His team’s results for
the five person game with 19 and 20 numbers are, respectively,

(3,4,3)
(3,4,3)

.

(4,5,2.5)
(4,5,2.5)

(8,3,4) (12,0,4.5)
(8,3,4.5) (13,1,5)

(17,0,5)
(18,2,5)

Each triple (1., j; k) represents pla.yer j moving a,t location i with payoff k. This solution
was checked aga.inst a proposed continuous solution of the first n - 1 players dividing up
-the numbers into equal intervals, with the end intervals being half the size of the others,
and it fit nicely. But we noticed a discontinuity between the cases 19 and 20.
MH then represented his tea.m (ER, AW, and himself) with their solution. He started
with the assertion that the origina, pruning a.rgument presented in the previous class was
flawed. Let, us say that pla.yer i, in an early branch of the search space, received payoff
cl. If player j considers a move which would limit 1. to a0 pa.yoff of less than a, that move
can be pruned, according to the original argument. By pruning here, however, we cannot
prove tha,t pla.yer i ca#n receive payoff CI.. In other words, the pruning destroys the search
for the optimal solution.
h!lH then presented his solution to this problem; prune only at the level you are
searching. In other words, if you are considering a# move for pla&yer i, consider all moves
which have a potential payoff greater than the best seen so far, but prune all those with a
priori less payoff. With this approach, the team solved the five-pla,ver case with 25 numbers
in a,pprosimately ten minutes of CPU time. The solution they presented was:

(3,5,3)

(4,4,3.5)

(10,2,6)

(16,3,6)

(22,1,6.5)

Once a.ga,in, the tie-breaking strat,egy was to choose the least equivalent move. The pruning
at the various levels was, from highest, to lowest, 0, 42, 2,637, 18,743, aad 1,305,072. Each
of the 42 prunes at level 1 accounted for a sa.vings of a,pproximaOtely 42(25)3, so there was
significant’ pruning indeed.
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MH continued by mentioning how they wanted to a,dd in a0 simple heuristic to generate
a more reasonable search order, increasing the pruning, but they spent so much time
debugging the ideas presented in the previous class tha,t they did not get around to it.
TH then presented the results of his team (including KR and HJ) in his quiet-spoken
way but amazed his classmates with the news that they had calculated the solution for
five players with 100 numbers in ten minutes. This was accomplished by selecting the
moves for the last two players algorithmically. The lowest among equally good moves was
chosen, except for the last player, who played in the middle of the lowest equally-sized
largest intervals. Two optimal games were:

(13,1,25) (38,2,25) (63,3,19) (‘76,5,13) (89,4,18)
(12,4,18) (25,5,13) (38,3,19) (63,1,25) (8872725)
Once again, these results reflected the general solution for the continuous case of dividing
up the line among the first n - 1 players.
TF then presented solutions for his team (with RC and RZ). They concentrated on
the continuous case, and found an algorithmic solution. Because of time constraints, he
only presented the solution with virtual players already at 0 and 1.
First, he argued that the order of the remaining intervals does not matter for subsequent play. Let us say that there are k intervals, and their lengths are ai for 1 _< i 5 k.
The solution rests on choosing the maximum B such that

.

c

>
- k

i

Interval i shall have c; subsequent moves played into it, so

c ci = k
Now, B is the size of the interval for the last player. so. dividing the remaining k
intervals into intervals smaller than B means that

c([;] -1) <k
i

A Combining these two, the team found that for some interval i, ai/B must be an integer.
If this happens for more than one value of i, we can imagine altering some intervals by c
so that we cantake ci = Lai/BJ.
Continuing, he noted that the first ci - 1 players in interval i can play at jB, where j
is an integer denoting their order of play. The last player in each interval will then divide
the remaining interval in half.
At this point, we were almost out of time, so TF’s excellent presentation was cut
short. TH mentioned that his tea#m ha,d also solved the continuous case, and had found
that the first 77. - 1 pla.yers indeed divide the line into equal intervals. However, they hacl
to confine attention to a, pa.rticu1a.r tie-breaking strategy.
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,kn interesting result was noted because no one wants the la.st pla.yer to play next to
them. Through analysis of the possibilities, TH’s team calculated that the only player that
had to ma.ke an epsilon move was approximately the (lg n)th pla.yer from the end, because
the previous players were subdividing the line by choosing the la,rgest interval in which to
move, and moving as close to the center as possible while still moving at (i - l/Zj/(n - 1)
for some integer i.
BH mentioned that epsilon could be another dimension of sorts; rather than including
it in the numerical calculations, certain intervals could be marked as being shorter than
others despite the fact that their lengths might be numerically equivalent. TF noted that
his solution did not require epsilons, and at this point the bell sounded.
The Trivia Hunt questions were passed out, and few were unimpressed with the questions. Students without teams were rapidly assembled into tea.ms, and the class broke up
and sta*rted hunting. (See Appendix A.)
28 January 1987
Back to the Notes
The two class periods following Martin Luther King Day were used by DEK to explain and illustrate the handouts on multigrades and the L” short vector algorithm. (See
Appendices B and C.) This handout marks the return of the class notes. They say sequels
are never as good as the original; I plan to disprove that.

The Attack of the Killer Toetjes
TF dropped by my office a few days ago with an interesting example I thought I would
share with the class. I wish I could share credit.
It is intuitively and aesthetically appealing to say that, for the continuous n player
game with endpoints taken, the first n - 1 players will play at i/n for 1 5 i < n, with
perhaps some epsilons to force the last player somewhere. But this turns out not to be the
case, at least for the seven player ga,me.
The first player can expect a payoff of at most l/n (plus some small epsilon, perhaps)
with the aabove strategy; this is l/7 for the seven player game. We will show that if the
first player plays exactly in the middle, his payoff will be a*t least i/48 (minus some small
.epsilon, perhaps), which is greater.
After the first player plays at exactly l/2, the remaining six players will distribute
themselves among the two remaining sides. We will look at the case for three players
playing on each side; the other cases give greater pa*yoffs, but, will not be mentioned here.
On each side, the three remaining players will pla,y a.11 optimal three player game. An
optin1a.l strategy for this game seems to be (for the unit interval) for the first player to
pla,y at l/3 - e, the second at 2/3 - e/2? and the third a’nywhere in the right-most two
int$erva.ls. The other optimal strategy is the mirror ima.ge. With this ga.me, the payoffs are
(without epsilons) So = l/6, S, = 7/24, Sr, = l/4! S, = l/6, a,ncl S1 = l/S.
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The payoff for the first player of the seven player game, therefore, with the assumption
that equivalent moves are chosen at random, is equal to (So +&j/2 = 7/48. This is greater
than the l/7 calcula.ted above.

Multigrades On The Bounty
DEK opened Thursday’s class by pointing out an error in writeup on the L3 algorithm,
and then yielded the floor to class discussion.
TF was the first to speak up. His group (with TH, MR, and CS) had been working on
multigrades in modular arithmetic. For any old prime of the form 2k + 3 (i.e., every odd
prime), a unique ideal multigrade modulo p of order k can be found. For integer Ic where
2k + 3 is not a prime, no such multigrade can be found. In addition, ideal multigrades
modulo any number of the form p” for integer a! can be found for this p.
MR explained the the choice of the number 2k + 3. An ideal multigrade of order k has
2k + 2 numbers. Since a constant can be added to each term of a multigrade and still yield
a multigrade, the number 0 could be eliminated with no loss of generality if the modulus
were 2k + 3. This allowed them to choose half of the numbers from 1 to 2k + 3 for the left
side, put the others on the right side, and simply check for a multigrade.
TF then explained how he proved that the construction works for all p. He noted that
you can multiply a multigrade by a constant and still have a multigrade, even in modular
arithmetic. The first p - 1 powers of a primitive root r of a prime p, modulo that prime,
will generate all of the integers from 1 to p - 1. Thus, if you have a unique multigrade
consisting of al,. . . , a, L bl, . . . , b,, s = k + 1, where all of the a’s and b’s are different,
multiplying it by r modulo p should leave the integers from 1 to p- 1 divided into the same
two sets. The only way this is possible is for one set to be the even powers of r modulo p,
A and the other set to be the odd powers of r modulo p. Multiplying the multigrade by r
simply reverses the two sets.
If r is a primitive root, r(P-1)/2 E p - 1. This can be shown easily since its square
(modulo p) is unity. The only two numbers which a,re square roots of unity modulo p are
1 and p - 1, and 1 is already generated by r’.
We can further infer that rz(J’-1)/2 mod p is 1 when x is even, and p- 1 when x is odd.
This can be rewritten as i(P-1)/2 when i = r”. Thus, for any integer i such that 1 < i < p,
i is an odd power of r modulo p when i(P-1)/2 = p - 1, and *ah even power of r modulo p
when i(P-1)/2 f 1. Thus, one set is the set of roots to the equation x(P-‘)/~ - 1, and the
other is the set of roots to the equation x (P-‘V2 + 1. Since these polynomials of degree
k + 1 differ only in their constant term, their roots define ideal multigrades of order k.
Using these two equivalent methods, we quickly generated some more modular multigrades:
1,4,5,9,3 f 2,8,10,7,6 (mod 11)
1,4,3,12,9,10~2,8,6,11,5,7
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(mod 13)

TF then ment’ionecl how his tea,m generated solutions modulo a power of p. They took
a. multigra.de for a, lower power of p, and a.dded multiples of tha,t lower power of p to each
of t’he terms.
DEK mentioned how these modular multigrades resemble p-adic numbers. A p-adic
number is analagous to a, floating point number in some respects, except tha,t expansions
a,re to the left of t’he decimal point instea.d of to the right, and all arithmetic is performed
module pn, where p is the base a.nd n is the number of digits. Thus, instead of knowing a
real number to within 2-“, you know a0 y7-a.dic number module 2”. These p-aclic multigra,des
TF and his team found may or may not correspond to integer multigrades, as the p-adic
numbers might be similar to repeating decimals.
At this point discussion was shifted to the L” algorithm by BH, who sa,id that Lenstra,
Lov&z, a.nd Lenstram’s complexity analysis showed it to run rather slowly. The core of the
algorithm is basically an exchange sort; could it be sped up by using something more
analogous to, sa,y, a. Shell sort ? DEK responded that he does not think any such method is
known. However, although the complexity analysis shows it to perform badly in the worst
case, actual execution is fairly fast. For some problems, the algorithm was running in
essentially linear time. He mentioned how a lot of problems which were thought very difficult or even impossible to solve because of worst-case analyses actually yielded a, solution
in practical cases. BH supported this assertion, mentioning that Karmarkar’s algorithm,
which is faster tha.n the simplex method for linear programming in theory, actually does
not perform as well. DEK said that we don’t know that for sure yet.
DB then presented some results from his experimenta.tion with the L” algorithm,
sta.rting with the polynomiaJ (5 - 1)6:
0,3,5,11,13,16& 1,1,8,8,15,15
Subtracting the constant 8 from all terms yields the symmetric result
-8,-5,-3,3,5,8& -7,-7,0,0,7,7
This is nicer than any previously known multigrades of order 5, since it has a. smaller
spread between largest and smallest terms. Thus the L” algorithm gains a victory already!
DEII; inquired as to the stopping criterion, and DB mentioned tha,t it was the same as
in the original ha.ndout. Somebody pointed out that the length of this vector is Jls, not
J12, although we do have an ideal multigrade. Thus the algorithm did not really find the
+shortest vector, but it found one we like. DEK mentioned the possibility of changing the
stopping criterion: We could terminate when the sum of absolute values equaJs 2k + 2. He
reviewed some simple facts about norms. The so-called I, norm of a, vector can be defined
as
IIxll = (E Ixyl):
where p is chosen to be between 1 and co. Choosing p = 00 gives you the maximum norm,
choosing p = 2 gives vou the Euclic1ea.n norm, and choosing -1, = 1 gives you the sum of the
absolute values. All ;orms satisfy the triangle inequalit,y.
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A.4147 then mentioned that permuting the 0rigina.l vectors had a. substa,ntial impact on
the running time and output of the program. DEK mentioned that this was an opportunity
to exploit parallelism; multiple processors or computers could work on the problem with
various initial permutations, and when one finds a solution, it can notify the others. This
reminded him of the classic solution to simple alphabetic ciphers; simply get 26! people,
give each a permutation of the alphabet, and show them a.11 an encrypted message. One
of them will understand it and raise his hand.
The bell rang, and class was dismissed.
3 February 1987
More Musings on Multigrades
DEK uncovered some more problems with the original L3 handout over the weekend
as he implemented and tested the algorithm. The ps form a lower-triangular matrix of the
following form:
1
0 0 . . .
/121 1 0 . . .
(

p31
.
.
.

p32
.
.
.

1

a*
’.
.

. .
.

1

If the pus are adjusted from left to right by subtracting multiples of previous rows, ps earlier
in t-he row get disturbed. The proper way to adjust them is right to left.
Reports were due today, so each group discussed their results. TH started with what
his group had done since their presentation the previous class day. Every ideal multigrade
of order k must be of the following form:
.
p(x) + (xP - l)q(x)
where p(x) is the unique ideal multigrade of order k modulo
q(x) is some other polynomial. It can also be written as

p

as a polynomial in x and

(x - l)%(x)
where r(x) is another polynomial. They tried using Euclid’s algorithm to determine r(x)
and+ q(x), but had no results at that time.
DB then talked about his group’s results, which included a0 new ideal multigrade of
order 5, with maximum element 22 and no repea.ted values:
/
/

22,17,16,6,5,0 2 21,20,12,10,2,1
This was reduced to a symmetric ideal multigra.de by subtracting 11 from each term:

I

I

11,6,5, -5, -6, -11 2 10,9,1, -1, -9, -10
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DEK then talked about his experimentation with t,he problem. For an order 6 multigrade, working with polynomials of degree up to 102, and using initial values for d of
(3,5,7,11,13,17,19}, his p ro g ram found the same solution as the one in the book after
trying several permutations of input vectors. Limiting the polynomial degree to 100 and
using initial values for d of {2,3,5,7,11,13,17), his program found another solution very
quickly. The solution found was
0,18,19,50,56,79,81 k 1, 11,30? 39,68,70,84
as this seems better than previously known solutions of order 6.
KR mentioned that he also worked on a solution for the order 6 multigrade, but did
not quite get one; he multiplied one of his close guesses by (.T - 1) and this led to an ideal
multigra,de of order 7. BH said that the search space was decreased more significantly for
the larger primes one chose for d; terms like (x - 1) do not help speed up the program as
much.
MW mentioned that his team had doubled the size of the polynomials with their
program, and it yielded the same multigrade as before but it look a lot longer; it seemed
exponential to him. DEK noted how quadratic running time can seem exponential, and
that more statistics might want to be tatken. Such claOta had been taken by BH, who said
that the variance in running time from the different input permutations was so incredible
that the mean was almost meaningless. DEK said that a reasonable estimate of running
time (to within an order of magnitude) was often possible despite this large variance.
DEK then pointed out another mista#ke in his first thoughts on the L3 algorithm; if
one set the termination condition to ll~~+,l~2 2 Ilbfjl”, the program is guaranteed to go
immediately into an infinite loop. 00~s.
DB then presented a new multigrade of order 5:
0,7,7,21,21,28 2 1,3,12,16,25,27
MW mentioned that they had found lots of multigrades of order 5 in addition to this one.
They considered using data structures designed for sparse vectors rather than the straight
linear arrays, but their investigations of the A matrix seemed to indicate that it was not
that sparse. DEK agreed, saying that only the final vector is usually sparse; almost all of
the intermediate vectors are fairly dense. BH mentioned tha,t at four bytes per number,
L a 500 by 500 matrix still fit in less than a megabyte, and this is not a lot of memory on
current machines.
KR said that his tea,m ha*d thought of a new a.lterna,tive to try when the L” algorithm
did not find a short vector. R.ather than shuffling the original input vectors around and
running the algorithm again, simply shuffle the current list of vectors and feed that as input.
Another possibility is to use the known multigrades as input. Using these techniques, his
team rediscovered the order 7 multigracle and found several new order 5 multigrades.
MW then presented his team’s results for multigrades of order 8 or larger. The smallest
multigrade they could find of orders 8, 9, a,nd 10 ha,cl 14, 20, and 26 terms, respectively.
They stjr\.rtfecl their L” a.lgorit#hm with simple binomial coefficients.
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BH than casually stated his results; multigrades of order 5 were simply ‘dropping out
of the sky,’ and multigrades of order 6 and 7 were found with some hints to their program.
DEK then mentioned the only previous computer work he knew of on this problem was
done in 1965, simply used the cancellation technique presented in the multigrade handout,
and did not yield particularly good results. This led MR to ask how long a researcher might
work on a problem like this. It was a good question, according to DEK, who then talked
about how he had spent the entire previous day trying to construct a sentence of the form
‘This sentence contains forty-two a’s, thirty-three b’s, . . ., and one period.’ He tried an
exhaustive search technique which had not proved to be efficient enough to yield a solution
in reasonable time. According to DEK, researchers usually keep a queue of unsolved or
partially solved research problems, and continue working on them subconsciously.
He mentioned how when working on a thesis, you spend a lot of time getting familiar
with a subject area, so thinking can proceed in larger steps. Then you can find yourself
in a. position where you know more about a certain narrow area than anyone else, leading
to a feeling that you must solve certain problems in that field, since you can do it more
easily than anyone else.
BH said that his group implemented the L3 algorithm on a LISP machine, and started
it running on (5 - l)‘l with up to 500 vectors; the last time he checked, it was killing itself
in garbage collection. He noted how easy it was to prototype the program on the machine,
though; ‘bugs seemed to jump out at you.’
MR asked why anyone cared about the L3 algorithm; what practical use could it
have? DEK said that it had been used in theory to prove some results, and that it has
be& applied successfully in cryptography.
We then started looking at generating multigrades by the technique of putting constraints on undetermined coefficients. MR mentioned that they got very complicated very
quickly. DEK started with
n
a, b,c,d,e g f,g, h,i,j
when MR complained, mentioning that they had started at the other end and worked
backwards, and assume that a certain number of terms cancel at each stage. We decided
to try it the way we started, and continued to the next step:
a,b,c,cl,e,f +l,g+l,h+G+Li+l z a+ l,b+

I,C+

Now we can pick terms to cancel, yielding the constraints
.
a=b+l
b=c+l

h=f+l
f =g+l
KR said that we might use an ordering relation, such as

l,d+ l,e + Lf,g,hh’

to further constrain the values. BH mentioned that if you simply choose variables to cancel,
are you doing any better than just picking random numbers?
At this point we were nearly out of time, so DEK congratulated the class on its good
result,s, even though no new ideal multigra.cles of a higher order were found. He suggested
that everyone read and start working on problem 3, even though it might turn out to be
unsolvable.
5 February 1987
CHEX: It’s Not Just For Breakfast Anymore

CHEX (pronounced ‘cheks’, not to be confused with CHEX) is a small language that

.

checks proofs strictly by checking syntax and types. Our goal is to write a program tha,t
determines if a given CHEX script is valid, and calculates the 1 ength in tokens of each
expression when totally expanded.
CHEX deserves the distinction ‘small’ because of its 2 l/3 page user’s manual given
in the first handout. DEK claimed this problem may turn out to be easy to solve, but it
should teach us something about logic and formula manipulation in the meantime. His socalled ‘ultimate thesis advisor’-a ma.thematician by the name of deBruijn-had designed
a similar language called Auto-Math to be used for proof checking. DEK rewrote this
language, using a Pascal-like syntax, and thus was born CHEX. A CHEX script can be
interpreted as a valid proof when it satisfies the typing rules of CHEX.
An implementation of a CHEX compiler might entail a recursive descent parser and
some symbol table routines. The necessary data structures for checking types would be
needed as well. For the problem we ma.y want additional data structures to help determine
the lengths of expansions.
We turned to studying the example script in some detail. First, the expression
boo1 := #I

u-tom.

was discussed. Here, boo1 is defined to be an external (which is equivalent to making it
an axiom) of type atom. This boo1 can represent either true or false. At this point, MR
complained tha*t we had not explicitly stated that yet, and DEK agreed, saying we had to
start out with something. We then moved on to the next statement:
proof

Here we define
-continued with

proof

(b

:

bool)

:= #I: a t o m .

to be an external function that takes a boo1 into an atom. We
eq(a. : a t o m ; x , y : a ) := #I

bool.

Equa.lity is defined as a function taking an atomic type and two values of that type,
returning a bool. Finally, we encounter a definition:
is(a : atom; x, y : a) := proof (eq(a,x, y)): atom.

This is interpreted like a macro. After all of the parameter types are checked, the actual
substitutions can be performed as in the handouts. The function proof returns an atom,
so the ret,urn va.lues ma.tch.
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It was argued that this is unnecessary redundancy; that, the return v&e of is, for
instance, could be determined from the return value of proof. DEK noted that all proofs
are tautologies and therefore redundant. In CHEX, the redundancy allows mistakes in the
proof to be located and helps the user understand the proof.
MR then asked if a definition of proof as follows
is(a : atom; x, y : a) := proof (eq(a,x, y)) : bool.
would be legal, as boo1 is an atom. DEK said it would not; the types must match exactly.
He cbnsidered generalizing the typing to allow subtypes to match a type, but realized
how complicated the type checking could become. A CHEX compiler would then require
a search for every type match.
In response to another question by MR, DEK showed that a definition like the following would not be valid:
f (b : bool; x : eq(boo1, b, b)) := proof(x) : atom.
The reason is that ’ eq( boo1 , b, b) is not an acceptable type, because its type is not
atom. The mapping that takes an expression into its type must also take the type into
atom when applied twice:
exp + type + atom

.

DEK then asked if there might be combinatorial explosion in the number of tokens in
the final expansion. MAD mentioned that fully expanding each expression and counting
tokens was probably not a good way to calculate the lengths, and DEK agreed. The
numbers -might well get unimaginably large.
For instance, Djikstra once said that it is very difficult to imagine even a number such
as 1000, unless you are lying in a field and 1000 horses approach to trample on you. lOlo
is an unfathomable number by these standards. Let us imagine we keep adding exponents
onto exponents: 10 T 10 T 10 T 10 might be represented as 10 TT 4, for instance, and
. continuing this, we might represent 10 TT 10 TT 10 TT 10 as 10 TTT 4. Of course, this
notation does not make it ‘any easier to represent large arbitrary integers, but it can be
used to give us an approximate order of magnitude, as it were.
It was suggested that we try and manufacture as complicated a first legal line as we
could. After a few attempts, we came up with the following:
x(a : atom; b : (y : a)atom; c : a) := b(c) : atom.
At this point MR complained that he would rather work with lisp S-expressions rather
than the syntax of CHEX, but of course this is a trivial transformation. DEK mentioned
hovv, once the data structures are defined, the work on the project could be split up among
the members of each team, and he asked that each team try to have a first pass ready by
T u e s d a y .
The discussion then returned to calculating the length of expanded expressions. DEK
asked if it was even necessary to remember the right hand side of a definition. It was
realized that it might be necessary to keep the right hand side for type checking; expansion
might be necessary to compare some formal parameters with the expected types.
DEK then clarified a shorthand that is used in CHEX. Let us say we have a function
p which takes three arguments, but only one is given. This means we have a function of
arity two. For instance, eq( nut) is equivalent to
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(x, y : nut )eq(nat, x, y)

and (b : boo1

)eq (atom, proof

(b

:

(b)) is equivalent to

bool;

y : atom)eq(atom, proof

(b), y)

which is a function of two arguments.
10 February 1987
Party C H E X
Trivia Hunt awards were presented at the beginning of class. Each award was typeset
using the original POX typesetting system and was a special hand-crafted limited edition
a-ward by DEK.
Class was opened by a comment by DEK on how a language designer must participate
in the implementation of that language. Only then will the designer realize the ambiguities
and problematic details in the language specification. For instance, with the original
version of TEX, he specified a language which was implemented by a few of his graduate
students over a period of a month or two. Then, after working on it himself for a few
minutes, he understood the horrendous problems faced by those graduate students.
CHEX is one such new language, so DEK decided to implement a type checker himself.
He wrote a program (using the WEB system of structured programming) which would
expand out all of the expressions, and found some typographical errors in the original
.handdut. First of all, in the expression
f(a : t)

.

:= (b : tt) : p(a)

one cannot refer to b in the p(a) expression in contrast to what the original handout says.
There was also a minor problem with the description of filling in extra arguments in
functions; the effects of previous arguments on the range was not mentioned. Let function
f have arity n. Consider the following expression
(VI : tl; . . . . vk : tk)f(al,..., am)
with m < n, and f with domain (x1 : X1,. . . ,x n : X,). The above expression is a function
of arity k + n - m. We can rewrite this as

.

( VI : tl; . . .; vk : tk; vk+l : xA+l)f(cL1,. . . ,am,Vk+l)
where XL,, is X,+1 with any mention of (xl,. . . , xn) replaced by (al,. . .
instance, if f has domain (x1 : bool; x2 : proof (xl)), the expression
&
( ‘VI : atom; v2 : boo1 )f (v2)

,a,).

Thus, for

is equivalent to
( VI : atom; v2 : bool; v3 : proof (~2)) f (VI, 212)
BH mentioned how simila,r these CHEX scripts were to w-gra.mmars, in their capacity
for proofs; with w-grammars, the full power of logic is available from synta,x alone.
DEK mentioned how infinite expa.nded forms introduce serious problems; if f(x) expands to .f( .f(.r)), t, F*p e checking can become very difficult, and the expansion will not
termina.te. This is not possible in CHEX, however; no function can be used until its type is
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fully defined, including the types of all parameters. Thus, there can be no ‘a.pply’ function
applicable to itself.
He then introduced the concept of rank. A function of rank 0 is a constant function
with no arguments. A function of rank 1 can have multiple arguments, but the types of
all arguments are of rank 0. Continuing, a function of rank 2 has arguments all of whose
types are of rank 1 or rank 0. Because CHEX has strict typing, we know all of the types
of the arguments, so we can calculate the rank of any function. In addition, expanding
an expression of rank /,- one level is guaranteed to result in an expression of rank k - 1.
Therefore, infinite expansions should be impossible in CHEX.
Another interesting point was made by DEK when he pointed out the equivalence of
the two definitions
.f(w : fl)

I

:=

(29 : t2) : (w : t)

f := (VI : t1; v2 : t2) : (v : t1; w : t)
Thus, some simplifica.tion is possible by simply moving the arguments to the left of the
:= to the right of the := , and handling them there. BH and TH noticed how this might
change the length of the expansion due to introduced or deleted parenthesis, for instance.
DEK agreed tha.t it would be good to define the problem more precisely.
EW asked what a3 token was defined as for this problem. For example, is := a, token?
DEK answered that it should be considered as two tokens; each character counts. He
described how tokens could be represented on some systems, such as METAFONT; each
character- has a certain class, and you simply scan forward collecting characters of the
sanie class into a single token. But for this case, each character shall be considered a single
token, except in identifiers.
A few more errors in the CHEX script at the back of the original notes were pointed
out, a missing underscore and a, few missing nuts were found. The missing nuts were in
. calls to the function is with only two parameters, both of type nut; DEK mentioned how
this could be fixed with a definition of the form
is(x,y : nat) := proof (eq(nat,x,y)) : atom
thus redefining is to be of arity two, using the old definition. JS suggested improving this
to
is(x,y : nat) := is(nat ,x, y) : atom
and DEK agreed. He pointed out that the symbol table routines in a
be done correctly so that such a redefinition is possible.
c DEK began to speculate on another exa#mple.

CHEX parser must

.f(f : bool; f,.f : proof (.f))f
which was equivalent to
f (.fl

: bool;

f2, f3 :

proof

(.fl

))f3

Someone pointed out that a strict reading of the rules would give rather
.f(.fl : bool;

.f2 :

proof (f1);

f3 :

Proof

(f2))f3

beca.use t.he original formula is supposedly equiva.lent to
f ( .f : boo1 ; .f : proof ( .f); .f : proof if ))f
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DEK a.greed, but said tha.t he would ra.ther change the wording of the rules.
MR then inquired about the concept of domains. He asked for the domains of boo1
and eq. The domain of boo1 is empty, because it is a constant, or of arity zero. The
function eq, on the other hand, has domain (a : atom; x, y : a) because those are the types
of arguments it expects; the first must be an a,tomic type, and the last two must be of that
type. But if eq is given three arguments, the domain of the resulting expression is empty.
Discussion then turned to type checking. TF pointed out that expansion might need
to be performed before decided that two types were not the same. For example, suppose
we have a parameter of type f ((r, s : nut )h(r, s)) and a corresponding argument of type
f(( r,s : nat)h(s,r)). T his is not necessarily a mismatch, if the function f has been defined
to be, say,

,

f(x : (a, b : nat)nat) := x(0,0) : nut.

.

DEK said he had hoped it might be possible to put something in the data structure
that would tell how far a function was from being fully expanded. Then if, for example,
you want to match f(x) with g(y), where f was three steps from fully expanded and g was
five steps away, you would know to expand g twice before proceeding. But he was afraid
such methods would only work in simple cases.
Sombebody suggested tha.t this matching process looked a little bit like unification.
DEK said maybe, but it did not seem as simple. He remarked incidentally that the comprehensive exam committee haOd recently found disagreement between textbook authors
on the meaning of unification. For instance, when trying to match (or unify) the expressions-f(x,g(x)) and f(h(x), y), is the x in each expression the same x? If they are, then
. there is no unification (h( x ) can never be the same as x); otherwise, the unification is

f VW7 dVD)-

.

RZ thought it might be possible to maintain a cache of common expressions and their
expansions to speed things up.
We then started to consider calculating the lengths of expansions using something
that might be called ‘sharp’ functions. Using the formula
is(a : atom; 2, y : a) := proof (eq(a, 2, y)).
we can say that every use of is expands to eight tokens (two identifiers, two commas, and
two pair of parentheses) plus the lengths of a, x, and y. Symbolically,
is#(a: atom; x,y:a) := 8+a # +x#+y # .

L

The length of the expansion of any function of rank 1 can be written in a similar way.
BH said that allowing functions as arguments makes this more complex, but KR
‘mentioned that he had already thought of that. A ‘sharp’ function can be created which
is analogous to the original function, but calculates lengths, in terms of the lengths of its
arguments, which might include recursive calls to the sharp function corresponding to a
function a.rgument. KR said tha,t at least the first several lines of the first CHEX proof
resulted in linear functions.
At the end of class, there was some scrambling to get the Trivia Hunt aswards signed
by DEK, and the students began to eagerly work on their CHEX programs.
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12 Febrary 198’7
CHEX Again
The CHEX script in the original notes was corrected and passed out in a new handout
at the beginning of class. A second CHEX script was also prepared and handed out.
DEK opened discussion on computer proof checkers. Using a computer proof checker
just changes the job to proving that the proof checker is indeed correct. Of course, a proof
checker might be a useful tool in developing a proof, as it might catch some errors more
easily than a human. In order to be able to place confidence in a proof checker, however,
one has to be fairly confident tha,t no incorrect proofs will be accepted.
Writing proofs is a notoriously difficult job. Let us take one classic problem called
‘orthogonal latin squares’. Each element of an 12 x n matrix is a pair of integers, each
between 0 and n - 1. The idea is to arrange all possible pairs of integers in that matrix such
that when one takes the first number of each pair, every row and column is a permutation
of the integers 0.. . n - 1, and similarly for the second number of each pair. It was ‘proved’
that this was possible for all integer values of n except those that were congruent to 2
modulo 4, and those were impossible. Unfortunately for the proof, one of DEK’s college
math teachers found a correct matrix for n = 10, violating the proof.
Checking a CHEX compiler is not just a simple matter of running sample correct proofs
and sample incorrect proofs, however. Large software programs such as compilers are often
tested by finding a large application (like the Unix operating system for a C compiler) and
making sure it works; typically, this only exercises half the code of the system, however.
Our sample CHEX scripts do not exercise many of the weird things that are possible with
the language. To really test a compiler, you need to get in a nasty frame of mind and try
and trip up the compiler in any way you think you can.
1
MAD mentioned how Bell Laboratories likes to hire psychologists to help debug and
test their applications; these psychologists are often very successful and finding problems
completely overlooked by the programmers.
DEK described the testing of QX, with a test called the trip test. All boundary
conditions are tested, each line does things no sane user would ever dream of doing. DEK
mentioned how he would be embarrassed to explain any of the lines in the trip test;
ihey do things in such a convoluted and extraordinary fashion. After initial versions of
the trip test were finished, they were run through a profiler that identified source lines
never executed, and trip was extended to exercise those source lines. This continued
untiLover 99% of the lines of T@ were executed at least once by trip, making it a very
comprehensive test suite. Indeed, almost every single port of ‘Q$ to a new machine has
uncovered at least one bug in the Pascal or C compiler used.
This method of testing was first used by DEK on a c.ompiler in 1964; perhaps the
most tedious part of such a test is determining, by ha.nd, what the program should do on
the test. Only two bugs were ever found in that 1964 compiler, one of which was actually
present but overlooked in the output of the test routine.
Even with such thorough testing, however, bugs still pop up. After fourteen months
with no bug reports for T&x (whose ma.in compiler is a.pproxima.tely a. mega.byte of source),
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a, bug finaJly surfaced when DEK experimented wit,11 mixing right-to-left and left-to-right
text.
No implementation of TEX can call itself TJ$ unless it meets two criteria: (1) It must
pa.ss the trip test, by writing almost exactly the sa,me output when run over a certain file
as DEK’s master copy. (2) The implementer must be happy with how it works on his
system.
To check a CHEX compiler, we ought to simply make minor changes to some correct
proofs, and insure that it fails them. For a two week project, a, full test suite is probably
too much work.
DEK then went on and described his work for Burroughs as a hardware simulator.
His task was to take hardware schematics that had alrea,dy passed a hardware simulator,
and find bugs in them. He said this fit his personality well; he loved to break code and
designs. While he was with the company, he found between 100 and 200 bugs in their
hardware that would have probably ended up in the final designs had he not caught them.
At the beginning of the class period, some students were poring over the following
equations written on the board:
f ( a : atom; x, y : a) := # : atom
g(b: nut; p: (x : nat)ntom) := p(b) : atom
h(x, y : nut) := g(x,.f(nat, y)) : atom
MR’s question was: what does the last line expand to ? Expanding the right hand side
gives
+, (t 1 nat)f (nut 7 Y, t))
and this, in turn, expands to
f(ney,+
An intermediate form in the last expansion, after argument substitution, is
‘(t : nat)f(nat, y, t)‘(x)
but CHEX has no syntax for a function before it is applied.
MR asked if variables must alwa,ys be substituted from left to right, and DEK said
that yes, they had to be, because of the type checking. This restriction made it difficult for
him to introduce ordered pairs into the langua.ge. He could write a. function for the first
element of an ordered pair, but did not succeed in determining one for the second element.
RZ mentioned that his team had implemented a CHEX compiler that seemed to work
and was surprisingly fast on the examples he ran. MW ha,d been working on the ‘sharp’
-functions, and said that these functions can complicate domains a0 lot. The bell rang, so
class was dismissed.
The second CHEX script is as follows. (See Appenix D for a. commented form.)
bool:=#:atom.
proof (b:bool) :=#:atom.
for-all(t:atom;p:(x:t)bool):=#:bool.
generalize(t:atom;p:(x:t)bool;q:(x:t)proof(p(x))):=#:proof(for-all(t,p)).

3-i

specialize(t:atom;p:(x:t)bool;x:t;q:proof(for-all(t,p))):=#:proof(p(x)).
exists(t:atom;p:(x:t)bool):=#:bool.
existence(t:atom;p:(x:t)bool;x:t;q:proof(p(x))):=#:proof(exists(t,p)).
choose(t:atom;p:(x:t)bool;q:proof(exists(t,p))):=#:t.
thus(t:atom;p:(x:t)bool;q:proof(exists(t,p))) :=#:proof(p(choose(t,p,q))).
trick(a,b:bool;p:proof(a)):=b:bool.
implies(a,b:bool) :=for-all(proof(a),trick(a,b)):bool.
implication(a,b:bool;p:(q:proof(a))proof(b)):=
generalize(proof(a),trick(a,b),p):proof(implies(a,b)).
modus_ponens(a,b:bool;q:proof(implies(a,b));p:proof(a)):=
specialize(proof(a),trick(a,b),p,q):proof(b).
and(a,b:bool):=exists(proof(a),trick(a,b}):bool.
conjunction(a,b:bool;p:proof(a);q:proof(b)):=
existence(proof(a),trick(a,b),p,q):proof(and(a,b)).
first-conjunct(a,b:bool;p:proof(and(a,b))):=
choose(proof(a),trick(a,b),p):proof(a).
second-conjunct(a,b:bool;p:proof(and(a,b))):=
thus(proof(a),trick(a,b),p):proof(b).
imp-refl(a:bool) :=implication(a,a,(q:proof(a))q):proof(implies(a,a)).
imp_trans(a,b,c:bool;p:proof(implies(a,b));q:proof(implies(b,c))):=
implication(a,c,(r:proof(a))modus,ponens(b,c,q,modus-ponens(a,b,p,r))):
a proof(implies(a,c)).
and-symm(a,b:bool;p:proof(and(a,b))):=
conjunction(b,a,second_conjunct(a,b,p),first-conjunct(a,b,p)):
proof(and(b,a)).
>emmal(a,b:bool) :=implication(and(a,b),and (b,a),and-symm(a,b)):
proof(implies(and(a,b),and(b,a))).
17 February 1987
Proof Checkers: Would You Like To Play A Game?
Class opened with BH initiating discussion when he made a comment that the hardest thing about this course is working in groups. Scheduling meetings among four busy
graduate students is clif&ult, a.nd splitting: a problem into subproblems and delegating
responsibility is a, difficult problem. Especially with this CHEX problem, it is probably
harder to specify an interface (e.g., between the pa,rser and type c.hecker) tha’n it is to
write the components themselves. DEK acl~nowleclgecl these difficulties, saying the only
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person he could really work well with “online” is Ed Bender who is a, professor of Ma.th at
San Diego. They seldom meet a,nymore because thky have an implicit commitment to do
resea.rch when they do meet.
BH quoted Jeff Ullman that the optimal size of a4 committee is 0.6. DEK said that in
practice the most reasonable organization is with a chief programmer delegating responsibility. He said that problem 4 does not split well into subproblems, so a sma,ll group size
might be appropriate. On problem 5, a larger group might work well. DEK stressed that
working together can be learned, and that even Edsgar Dijkstra could work in a team; the
original Algol-60 compiler was written by Dijkstra and Zonneveld, taking turns calling out
octal machine-language instructions. DEK said he even played a. piano duet with Dijkstra
at one point; there were four hands, so Dijkstra, led, but c’est la vie.
Nest DEIi commented about the two new CHEX scripts he handed out. (See Appendices E, F.) CHEX3 was a problem he originally solved in an extension to Auto-Mat,h
that used subtypes. (See Appendices E and F.) When he designed CHEX he wanted to
use subtypes, which would have complicated the language but made solving problems like
the one in CHEX3 easier.
CHEX4 formalizes proofs by contradiction. It builds on CHEX2, and shows that
b can be proved constructively. By modus tollens (the law of contraposition, if
a + b then 1 b + 1 a) we have a constructive proof that 111 b --+ 1 b as well. However,
there is no way to prove constructively tha*t 11 b + b; this is the famous law of the
excluded middle, which states tha#t you must be able to prove anything whose denial leads
to a contradiction. Introducing one additional primitive called non-constrT&ive, which
. sta,tes
+L1p(Lr) -+ hp(z)
h---+71

a,llows us to prove the law of the excluded middle. He said he was interested in performing a thorough check on these scripts, beca,use they seemed more interesting than most
elementary mathematics.
Then the groups presented their results. The first group (MW, KR, AW, and DS)
performed length ca.lcula,tions with the associated sharp functions presented ea,rlier, and
showed that the espa.ncled forms can grow with order n(P”) with 12 definitions. An
example of this is

.fl (Q? b) := # : atom
.f2 (n, 4

.

:= fl(.f&,b),f@,a)) : atom

DEIi mentioned that this kind of function is a. classic example of functions that break
i le_ computing the second a,r,gument
optimizing compilers. (They lose the value of .f (cl, b) wh’
. f (b, cl), if f gets its two a.rguments in registers.)
MW showed that the length of the nth definition is
22”~‘-1

(a + b) + 4

l-I (22i +-q2.
Q<i<n-2
- -
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DEK pointed out tl1a.t numbers of the form 22i + 1 ase called Fermat numbers. Fern1a.t
thought that all numbers of this form were prime, but actually only the first few are.
TF then pointed out tha,t this product can be simplified and proved tha.t it is equal to
32”-l
- 1)“. The trick is to multiply by (2 - 1)2 and then use successively (xn - l)( 9” + 1) =
C

( x2n - 1).

For n = 5, the expression sums to approximately 327,000. It was conjectured tha#t
functional arguments probably don’t grow faster; a later argument by TF proved otherwise.
They continued their results, presenting some of the complexities they had to overcome. They had to implement lazy function evaluation (normal order evaluation in lambda
calculus), which avoids evaluating functions that are never applied. They also found that
the types of domains of the arguments must be kept around, which complicates the implementation.
They said that counting the lengths of these expressions takes exponential time, but
not exponential space. BH supported this, saying that a DAG might be constructed with
lengths of common expressions cached; he conjectured that the size of this DAG should not
grow exponentially. MW said that might not help in the worst case. It was thought that
the example function above might not contain common subexpressions, but DEK pointed
out that the exa.mple does indeed contain many common subexpressions.
He then went on to ela,borate on caching. In an environment where variable binding
is constantly changing, it might be hard or expensive to detect common sub-expressions.
Some analogies to the game of GO were made at this point, as GO-playing programs
maintain a cache of pasttern evaluations. DM mentioned that almost all chess programs use
caching to remember previous chess positions; RZ brought up similarities to dependencydirected backtracking.
Some assumptions MW’s tea.m made were that the shorthand x,y : a not be used,
and that no functions be redefined. These are both trivial restrictions that can be removed
A with a simple preprocessing step.
The team of MD, TH, SS, MR, and DB then presented their results. Proof checking
was implemented by TH, who had a high degree of confidence in its correctness; length
checking was implemented by MD, who had a lower confidence level. It was found tha.t
they needed a full expansion routine for checking, so they also used this function as a
brute-force length calculation routine. Because the lengths exceed 400,000 by the end of
script 3 (according to RZ and TF), this routine was not sufficient.
The parser and scanner were written in YACC and C++ and produced S-expression
represent at ion of scripts. These were written by SS, who also developed a theory for
counting functions, with sharp functions associated with each real function. SS illustrated
these symbolic calcula.tions on some special cases. He pointed out that the syntax of
CHEX makes it possible to determine the length of a formula by knowing just the number
of identifiers and the number of left parentheses.
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TF returned to the question of how long the expressions ca.n get with the following
example:
g(.f : (a, b : atom )atom)
fl(

:= (a, b : atom)f(f(cl.

hLf(b,n))

: (a, b : atom,)atom.

0, b : atom) := # : atom.
f2

:= g(g(f1)) : ( a , b : a t o m ) a t o m .

f 12

:= g(g(fn-1)) : (a, b : atom)atom.

With such an expression, the length of a final expansion is R(222n ), where ne is the number
of definitions. Future extrapolation along these lines led to a function of approximate order
2 tt n*
The team of HJ, LW, DM, and BH presented their report next. They also used YACC to
convert CHEX scripts into S-expressions. BH did the length calculation with a brute-force
full-expansion routine. His idea of using DAGs and cached expansions was unfortunately
never implemented due to time constraints.
There was some controversy about what the final expanded form should look like;
must (x,y : t) b e expanded to (x : t; y : t) or not ? DEK said that yes, this expansion
should be performed. TH mentioned that if just the number of identifiers were counted, a
number of the same order would be found.
The team of RZ, TF, CS, and RC were next. They implemented a proof checker
and found some bugs in it with some pathological self-referential test cases they made up
themselves, but it did run correctly over DEK’s scripts. The bugs their checker found in
the five CHEX scripts match the bugs reported by TH’s team, boosting confidence in both
proof checkers.
They keep all variable bindings in an environment instead of substituting in expressions; TH’s checker replaces bound variables in expressions whenever an expression with
a nonempty domain is applied to arguments. It was felt that TH’s approach was easier to
implement but slower in execution. Checking script 2 and script 3 took 2 minutes with
RZ’s checker on a Lisp machine; the same scripts required 45 minutes on a DEC 2060
with TH’s checker. These numbers cannot be compared directly because of the different
machine environments. BH also mentioned that just one inefficiently coded Lisp function
might account for such a speed difference.
DEK finished class by noting that TR and a few friends were in St. Louis trying to
L
win a programming contest. He wished us luck, the reports were turned in, and class was
dismissed.

19 February 198’i
Playing the Slots
Once again DB won the dress-up contest, although DEK made a valiant effort.
Class started with DEK telling how he recorded the slot machine data, in Carson
City (the particular casino remains a secret). His first attempt was just to write down
his observations on pa.per, but he was physically (but nicely) dissuaded from this. Not
one to be deterred, he strapped the smallest tape recorder he could find to his chest, and
attempted to record the numbers using Morse code. After some initial observations, he
went into the men’s room to verify his data, and found that he could not understand his
Morse code above the noise of the slot machine. Being musically inclined, he decided to
‘hum’ the da.ta, into the ta.pe recorder, choosing a pitch for each symbol. By this point, he
was most certainly under very careful scrutiny, and his observers must have wondered at
this oddly random tune, but he got his data and actually won money to boot. This was
on a nickel machine. (Maybe other machines have different payoff precentages?)
Someone asked which column of the data was the actual ‘pay line’ determining the
nickels tha.t ca.me out. DEL said that this particular machine had multiple paylines; you
could choose any one of a, number of lines on which to bet. He did not) recall whether his
payline was the second column or the third.
DB pointed out similarities to some biomolecular problems. DEK a.greed that there
were some similarities, and pointed out that he has a DNA problem saved up for 1989, the
next time he will teach CS304. The idea is to reconstruct a sequence from fragments of
tha#t sequence.
DB opined that the Post Correspondence Problem (PCP) is also similar, and PCP
was then explained by DEK. Given two sequences of strings over some alphabet, let us say
1 { Ql,**-, a,}and{&.., ,&}, is there a way to construct a string y tha,t can be formed by
some combination of Q’S as well as some combination of p’s? This is a* classic unsolvable
problem, even for small n. DEK hopes that the slot machine problem will not be this
difficult.
There are some big differences in these problems, however. In the DNA problem, you
ha.ve the a.pproxima.te length of the molecule, but in the PCP problem you do not have
any idea how long the matching string might need to be. In addition, our slot machine
problem is probabilistic.
.JS conjectured that the first column of the data does not look random apt all. He asked
if the observations were consecutive, and DEK said that for the most part they were. He
gave us 92 da,ta points out of approximately 95 observations, some of which were lost in
the noise. SS thought that there would be no reason to make a, slot machine irregular, but
DM mentioned that, the casino wants a customer to win periodically so they keep playing.
DEIi also brought up that people do not generate random numbers very well, and they
often find patterns in random number tables tha*t cause them to think the tables are not
random.
JS said tha,t if he fixed the wheel size and computed 5% confidence intervals for the
number of symbols, t!hen no wheel is possible. Therefore act least, one symbol occurs out
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of its 5% intNerval. DEL countered this by saying that if you do twenty experiments with
truly ra.ndom data., one of them will appear to be nonrandom because it is outside the 5%
interval He said that the x2 test is used to tell how well a sequence of observa,tions fits
an expected proba.bility distribution, and mentioned that a fit can be too good as well as
too poor. In a.ddition, we have more to approach the problem with than just the number
of appearances of each symbol; we also have some ordering information.
KR ma.de the point that the wheel might spin close to 1 l/2 times each time for
instance, so the transitions aren’t really random. Does the data suggest that the wheel
spins a. fixed a.mount each time ? DEK pointed out that the wheels are of the same size, and
they stop from left to right. SS said he had read in a magazine that today’s slot machines
ha.ve a. ma,simum of 84 symbols on one wheel, but casinos want even more symbols.
DM found some paOtterns in the wheel. On the first wheel, the L’s and 7’s occur only
even numbers of positions awa.y, and the O’s, C’s, J’s, and B’s also occur only even numbers
of positions aaway. Therefore, unless we have not seen a portion of the wheel, the L’s and
7’s only occur on the even positions and the others on the odd, and the wheel size is even.
DEK then formulated a metaproblem; what is the optimal wheel of a given size for
psychological reasons,? SS said such a wheel would show the highest number of high
symbols, yet) still have t,he lowest pa,yoff.
DS came up with a, wheel of size 16 that fits the patterns for the first wheel by hand,
and conjectured tha.t it was the smallest wheel which fits the data. DM ha,d written a
program tl1a.t a.ttempts to fit the sequences into a wheel, and found tha,t there were 11
unique patterns of length 4 for the first column, and 12 for the second. The first column
-can fit int’o a size 14 wheel, and the second into a size 16 wheel.
MD ma,de the observation that there are no C’s in the last wheel. That might explain
why there is no pa.yoff for CCC.
TF said it might be interesting to figure the probability of a sequence of 4 not occurring
in 92 observations, and conjectured that this probability would be very small. If this is
the ca.se, t,hen we have probably seen every symbol on the wheel atI least once. Of course,
this probability depends on the size of the wheel. We might be able to calculate our
wheel size by ca.lcula.ting, for each wheel size, the probability that we would have made
the observations we did, including repeated patterns.
KR made an interest’ing observation. If we over1a.p two observa.tions of 4-sequences
that match the first t,wo symbols of one sequence to the last two of another, do the middle
four symbols of the new 6-sequence occur in another observation? KR said they appeased
to, so it was probable tha.t we ha,ve seen the entire wheel.
A
JS directed conversation back to the x2 test, and DEK told another interesting story.
Most textbooks which describe the x2 test have a rule of thumb which states if np; 2 5
for all i, then the model sl~oulcl fit fairly well. DEK and a student of his studied the exact
distributions for certain choices of p1, 112, and p3 and found that the traditional rule of
thumb is not, very good; convergence to the limiting values a.s n. -+ 00 was slower tha,n
expected. He regrets never having published these examples.
JS sa.id that his calculations show tha.t with a wheel size of less than 29, it is very
unlikely that there is a. 4-sequence that is missing. DEK wasn’t convinced by this; ea.ch 4sequence wa.s unlikely to bc missing, butI with 29 sequences, one might, perha,ps be missing.
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JS then corrected himself; he really computed the probability for a. symbol tha.t wa,s never
seen.
DEK then proposed a subproblem for the class to think a.bout. Let us assume we have
a wheel of size 10 with four symbols. Hypothesis 121 states tha,t there is 1 A, 2 B's, 3 C’s, and
4 D's. Hypothesis 122 states that there is 1 A, 2 B's, 4 C’s, and 3 D's. We take 20 readings,
and see 2 A's, 3 B's, 7 C’s, and 8 D's. What are the proba.bilities for each hypothesis being
correct, if we assume that one of them must be? He then explained multinomials. If there
are br A's, b2 B's, b3 C’s, and b4 D's out of s total symbols on the wheel, the probability
that we will see al A's, a2 B's, aa C’s, and a4 D's in n observations is

(q,a2yas,aJ (%>“’ (%>“’ (?)“” (%>“’
The ‘choose’ notation extends directly from binomials:

DEK then presented another subproblem. Let’s try to put the sequences together
using graph theory. Imagine that we have a four-sequence ABCD; we might form a node
labeled ABC and a node labeled BCD, and label a transition between the nodes with D. If we
build such a graph for all of the patterns (nodes with the same name are the same node),
a Eulerian cycle will give us a possible wheel, assuming we have seen the entire wheel. (A
Eulerian cycle is a path through a graph such that each transition is used exactly once.)
The question arises, then, as to how many symbols to put in each node. The above example
uses three; would two work better? Multigra.phs might need to be used as well; these allow
. multiple transitions between a single pair of nodes. BH mentioned that we should number
the transitions with the number of times each transition appears in the input data to help
build the multigraph. DEK agreed, saying that the number of 4-sequences, triples, pairs,
and single symbols in the graph should be in accordance with the input data.
DEK compared Eulerian paths with Ha,miltonian paths. Finding a Hamiltonian path
is a, classic NP-complete problem; finding a Eulerian path is easy. Any connected graph
that satisfies Kirchhoff’s law (the number of incoming edges is equal to the number of
outgoing edges) has an Eulerian path.
DEK brought the Netherlands into this problem as well when he brought up deBruijn
cycles. These are cycles of length 2” that contain all possible patterns of length n; for
instance, a deBruijn cycle of length 3 is BBBAAABA. There is a straightforward construction;
just start with n B's, then choose A whenever you can do so without repeating a pattern
that has already occured. This idea can be generalized for larger alphabets.
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24 February 1987
Spinning Our Wheels

.

DEK staIrted class with a comment a,bout sta,tistical inference; what is the degree of
confidence*? He said that different groups of sta,tisticia,ns disa,gree violently about how to
answer this question, or whether it even has a, meaningful answer. But in our problem 4,
we had a discrete case for which the issues might be clear enough that we can understand
them.
We started discussion by taking the 49 shown on the second hand of a watch modulo
the 16 class members, started with 0 at KR and ended up at MR. MR asked wha#t kind
of assumptions we were going to make about the wheel. Should we assume the wheel is
fair? DEK said he would find it very hard to believe that it was not fair. BH related a
story about a friend who had two very old slot machines and was trying to fix them up.
The,friend asked BH to come over and look at the mechanics. Each of the spinning wheels
had a hole for each symbol, and a timer drove a bar through these holes, one at a time,,
to stop them. Interestingly, some of the holes were blocked. DEK retracted his comment
about fairness, but said tha.t the multiple paylines made it more likely that the machines
were pretty fair.
CS mentioned that the casinos usually a,dvertise the payoff of their slot machines, and
asked if DEK might remember this figure. DEK could not remember the exact number.
SS mentioned that you have to make some assumption about the relative probability of
various payoffs; 95% is believable, but 300% is not.
SS then mentioned that Bayes’ theorem might have some application to this problem.
DEK said that the a.pplications of Bayes’ theorem were highly controversial for a while; it
must be applied carefully. He then went on to describe Bayes’ theorem.
Let P(A) represent the probability of A, and P(A 1 B) represent the probability of A
given that B is true. By definition we have
‘CA 1 B, =

c

P(A A B)
p(B)

Let us say that we have n disjoint possibilities, represented by Al, . . . , A,, one of which
must occur. Let E be some other event, depending on the Ai’s in some fashion. The a,bove
equation implies that
P(E 1 A)P(&)
P(A; 1 E ) =
P(E)
The denominator P(E) ca*n be expressed as follows, since the A; a.re disjoint and exhaustive:
P(E) = P(E 1 ,41)P(a41) + - - - + P(E 1 A,)P(A,)
Using these equations together with the P( E 1 ,i-li)‘s, we can calcula,te P(A; 1 E), if we
make some a,ssumpt~ions a,bout the va.lues P( -ilj).

For exa.mple, in the problem posed last time, let E be the event tha,t 2 A’s? 3 B’s, ‘7

C’s, and 8 D’s show up. They Bayes formula

P(E I Hx)P(Hx)
P(H1 I E, = P(E 1 HdP(Hl) + P(E I H2)P(Hz)
gives the proba#bility that HI is the correct hypothesis. We have

P(E 1 HI) = (2,907,8) (,>, (i>, (3’(3

Hd = (2,;;JJ (A), (i)” (ig7 (3
hence the ‘a posteriori probability of HI is

Wfx I E) =

.

3748P(H1) .
4P(H1)
3748P(H1) + 4738P(H2) = 4P(H1) + 3P(H2)

However, we cannot evaulate this unless we know the ‘a priori’ probabilities P( HI) and
P(H2) = 1 - P( HI) of hypotheses HI and H 2. Bayesians often assume that, in the absence
of other informaStion, P( HI) = P(H2) = 3. This is controversial. But if it is true we would
say that-hypothesis 4/‘i of being correct, given observation E.
. DEK said that he had been thinking of another “minimax” way to decide between two
hypotheses, but he was not sure if it was valid. The class pressed him to explain more, and
he did, but the formulas do not seem to be relevant to problem 4 so they will be omitted
here.
DEK then asked what people thought the wheel might look like. BH said that it did
not look very random to him. DEE; said that the current issue of Discover ma.gazine has
an excellent article a.bout randomness. Among other things it points out that people have
very poor perception of randomness. Professor Tversky of the Psychology department is
quoted for his study of basketball shooting percentages. He determined tha,t there was no
such thing as ‘hot hands’; the players’ shots fit proba.bility theory well.
AW did a y2 analysis on the relative numbers of each individua,l symbol for each
size wheel. He mentioned that the ranges observed for J’s and B’s indicated that there
were more J’s than B’s oh both the first and second wheel, making the JJJ payoff of
108 much more likely than the relatively small BBJ payoff. DEK immedia.tely shot down
the conjecture that something was amiss by reminding us that casinos use psychological
strategies to get and keep the customers playing.
DEK then pointed out an interesting fact in the x2 analysis in volume 2 of his The
Art of Computer Programming series. The first edition haOcl an incorrect approximation
form& for the x2 distribution function, and it was a.mazing how many people write
letters reporting that error. The table for this distribution on pa,ge 41 was taken from
another book. He did not calculate his own values, he claimed with obvious guilt in his
voice, because that wa#s numerical analysis and he does not know much aboutl mmlcrical
integra.tion.
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DB then put forth the claim tha.t the wheels 1la.d to be act least of size 16. In addition,
if you assume that you are missing a,t most one 4-sequence, the first wheel must be of size
16 + (4, S} a,nd the second of size 18 + {4,6}, where {a., b} is a shorthand for ia + jb where i
and .i are integers grea.ter than or equal to zero. He supported t,his conjecture by drawing
the transition graphs for the first two wheels. For the first wheel,

LCL + OLC t LOL t BLO t 7BL
1
1
t
CLJ --) LJL -+ JLO + LO7 + 07B
In order for this graph to obey Kirchhoff’s law, the five left-most transitions must be
doubled. With this stipulation, the wheel would be of size 16. In addition, any number of
t,ransitions around the left-most cycle could be added, so the length could be 16 + (6). If
there is a, 4-sequence that we have not seen, then there is a0 possible transition from BLO
to ~07; this additional transition would require tha*t the three right-most transitions be
doubled , so the size would then be 20 + {4,6}.
For t,he second wheel, we have the more coniplica)tecl gra,ph

07L t B07
1
t
7LB + LB0 t BLB + LBJ
1
T
OBJ t BOB ---) OBL
I
t
JBO - BJB
This graph presents aa small problem; a.s given, there must be a, transition from OBJ to BJB.
If this transition exists, then we must double the edges BJB--+ JBO, JBO-BOB, BOB--+OBL,
and OBL-+BLB. This then gives us possible wheel sizes of 18 + (4, S}. BH noticed that only
one data point justified the existance of the node OBJ, and such a point would require
another J on the wheel. He mentioned that it was good that point was in there, as he was
trying to construct an algorithm that would reject data points if they do not seem to fit.
He expressed a, hope to ma,ke it general enough. MR, pointed out how easy it would be;
simply have a check on the input stream: if dnta=BOBJ then reject. MW made a comment
which will certainly reserve him a place in history: ‘That’s not a kludge, that’s a heuristic.’
After some discussion, it was decided to drop the data point BOBJ, and replace it with
BLBJ; it wa,s felt that this data point represented an error in transcription. (DEK had two
unreported data points for the last wheel, one of which was BLBJ. Given the unreliable
nature of his recording method, it is higly likely that BOBJ was a typ0graphica.l error caused
by humming the wrong note.) With this point taken out, only the edges BOB--+OBL and
OBL-+BLB need be doubled, yielding possible sizes of 14 + {4,6}. There is also a0 possible
edge from JBO to B07, if we missed a single 4-sequence; this edge would require in entirety
the doubling of B07--+07L, 07L-+7LB, 7LB+LBO, LBO-+BOB, BLB-+LBJ, LBJ-+BJB, BJB-+JBO
and the tripling of the edges BOB-+OBL and OBL --+BLB. This configuration would require
wheel sizes of 24 + { 4,6}*, hmce
7.
the wheel size is probably sma,ller tl1a.n 25. only 24 would
be possible in this case.
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Combining these observations, we notice that the wheel cannot be of size 16 or 18.
The only remaining possible sizes are 20, 22, and 24. DB said that it might be possible
to generate all possible wheels of these sizes, and see which are most consistent with the
data.
26 February 198’7
More Slots

I

DB started class when he said that the approach he and his team was looking at was
to analyze all possible wheels, discarding those with a payoff of greater than lOO%, and
then use Bayes’ rule to compare their relative likelihood. Then, for each possible wheel,
also calculate how closely they fit using x2 analysis.
TH brought up an interesting problem that managed to consume most of class-how
many different wheels of size n are possible, given a set of c symbols, not including rotations
and reflections? DEK mentioned that this is called the necklace problem. This problem
had been assigned as a programming project to students when, back in the early days of
the PhD program, a one-day programming project with everyone working on the same
problem sufficed. We looked at a, simple case first; let us say we have 4 positions and 2
symbols. There are only six possibilities:

A-A A A

A A A B

A A B B

A B A B

A B B B

B B B B

On the other hand, there are sixteen ways to fill four slots with two symbols. It is obvious
that one cannot simply divide 16 by the number of permutations of 4 objects, since 6 does
not divide 16.
.
We attempted to solve this problem for some time. First, we counted the number of
times each of the above six cases occurred in the sixteen combinations, and realized that
the number of rotations might be derived from the factors of n. After significant effort
and some educated guesses, we arrived at the solution

In this equation, 4 is Euler’s function, and can be computed by:

U-I
( i

piai

=
>

pai -psi-1)
IX

p;‘s prime

i

DEK apologized for spending so much time on this. In fact,
enumerations, though interesting mathematically, are hardly ever
applicaJtions. For example, a random process will ha.rdly ever choose
sixteen possible necklaces with proba.bility esactly l/6. When an
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he believes that such
relevant in real-world
A A A A out of the
algorithm is a,na,lyzed

under the assumption tha,t all nonisomorphic input dafta sets are equally likely, we usua.lly
get results tha,t do not jibe with practical experience.
DEK now changed the subject and mentioned how statisticians often come up with
different interpretations of the same data, and said tha.t it would be interesting to compare
the result,s of the different groups. He asked if any groups were still going to be doing x2
analysis, as he was interested in comparing methodology, and one group gave a, definite
yes.
.
,4 wheel-counting problem was brought up to compare it with the necklace counting
problem. How many different wa,ys are there to choose n beads from c colors, given that
the order is irrelevant ? If we add the additional constraints that there must be at least
one bead of each color, a solution technique becomes clear. Place 12 markers down, and
simply choose c - 1 divisions between the markers, and assign the colors in order to the
resulting intervals. Thus, for this case, the solution is simply
n- 1
( C- l >
because there are n - 1 gaps between 12 markers. To remove the constraint that at least
one bead of each color be chosen, we simply invent new variables, mapping the constraints
onto the constraints of the original problem:

c n; = 72,

c

n; >- 0

l<i<C
-

ni - 1 = r-4,

72: 2 1

I
T2; = n + c,

7-h: 2 1

l <- i <-c
c

l<i<c
- -

which leads to the solution

fn + c - 1)

We then focused our attention on determining the possible wheels. If we use the graph
technique presented last time, then we will have as many unknowns as there are arcs in
the graph. These arcs must satisfy Kirchhoff’s law, however, so that supplies us with a
_number of linear equations equal to the number of nodes in the graph, reducing the search
space considerably. If we put only one symbol at each node on the graph, then we have
12(12. - 1)/2 possible arcs and n nodes; if we put three symbols at each node and assume
that we have seen every 3-sequence, then using the graph for the first wheel, we have 12
a.rcs a#nd 10 nodes; if we assume that we have seen every 4-sequence, we reduce the number
of a.rcs by one (because we never saw a 4-sequence corresponding to the arc BLO-+L07).
JS generalized the graph approach by putting each 4-sequence observation onto a node,
and la,beling the ascs with from one to four letters to another node. Thus, for instance,
there might be an edge la.belecl BLO from the node JL07 to the node 7BL0. Now we look
a.t every Eu1eria.n circuit of length R? where the length is the sum of the number of letters

on each UC. The only assumption using this technique is that you have seen every symbol
on the wheel. If, however, you restrict yourself to those arcs of length 3 or less, then you
are assuming that you have seen every symbol pair on the wheel. With this approach, the
number of possible wheels might be estimated and Bayes’ rule applied.
DEII; then mentioned that those groups doing a x2 analysis might take a possible
wheel a.nd genera,te a# set of data points randomly from this wheel, and run x2 over this
generated da,ta. set to get a feel for how reliable x2 is in this problem. He pointed out
that x2 only ca.lculates the probability of a wheel in isolation, as opposed to in comparison
with other wheels, and that care should be taken when comparing x2 results for different
wheels.
He brought up an analogy from random number generator testing. There might be
twenty different tests for the randomness of a generator, and they might all be passed at
difierent levels, but it is very difficult to come up with one number that gives the ‘goodness’
of a ra.ndom number generator. In addition, it is likely that one of the tests will be failed
at the 95Yo confidence level and give strange looking results.
3 March 1987
Jackpot
KR, a.s his own team, wheeled out his results first. He examined the transition graph
approa8ch-as presented in the previous two class periods, but felt that it was too restrictive;
such aa approach made too many assumptions. He settled on an approach with much
weaker assumptions based on regular expressions. He demonstrated this approach with an
example.
Let us pretend that we have a, small wheel, and tha*t we have only three observations:
* LL, LO? and OL. We desire to construct a regular expression satisfying these observations
tha.t represents all possible wheels. We limit our alphabet to observed symbols. We fix
one observation to be the beginning of the wheel, and repeat it at the end of the regular
expression. If we choose LL as this symbol, then we have the regular expression c*LLflLLc*.
We intersect this expression with the expressions c*LOc* and c*OLc* for the observa*tions
LO a.nd OL respectively, to form a regular expression for all possible wheels. To restrict
a,ttention to a wheel of a particular length, we intersect the regular expression with Cn+‘,
where n. is the length of the wheel and k is the length of our first (fixed) observation. The
intersection of regular expressions is known to be a regular expression, and an algorithm
for computing the intersection is well known.
I<R wrote a program to generate a deterministic finite sta,te machine from these regular
expressions, and to simplify it so that he could use it to generate possible wheels. DEK
asked how many wheels were found, and KR said that he 1la.d no exact numbers yet, but
there were a lot,. This phra.se was to be repea,ted often this class period.
DB then presented the results for his team, which included the likes of TF, BH,
and MR. They took two approaches, one of which was almost identical to IiR’s regular
expression approach. Like KR, they had no final numbers, or rather, too many numbers.
They also tried a. more generalized graph approach. Ra,ther thaa restrict, themselves to
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edges of length one, they la,beled their edges with from one to four symbols for all possible
tra,nsitions, with each node being one four-symbol observation. Then they considered
possible wheels by tra.versing this graph with an Eulerian circuit, starting with only the
edges labeled by one spn~bol, and subsequently a.dding in the other edges. Each set of
added edges removed a.11 assumption; for instance, with only the edges labeled by one
symbol, an assumption was ma,cle t1la.t every 4-sequence had been seen. Unfortunately,
they had no numbers.
. DEL t’hen asked wha,t the proba.bility was that there was a 3-sequence that hacl not
been seen, assuming tha#t the wheel was of size 25. An upper bound for a missing s-sequence
on a wheel of size 12 with ~72. observations each of size k is
n
For a. wheel of size 25, with 92 observations of length 4, the chances that we missed
a particula,r 3-sequence is less than 0.012. The. chances that we missed a particular 3sequence is less thaa 0.0005.
BH then described his approach. He used AI techniques because he felt the problem
was ill-defined. He clesignecl two a,gents, one who attempted to push the solution towards
being an Eulerian pa*th? a,nd the other who attempted to find a probable solution using x:.2
analysis. Unfortunately, the la.tter agent was constructed first and had too much influence;
the program needs be tuned before it would find a good wheel. No numbers.
JS, MD, and AW then presented their numbers. Yes, they did have numbers! They
used the same generalized gra.ph approach (it was JS who originally presented it) and
found tha,t a.pprosima.tely 1000 wheels were possible for each of the first two columns, and
a couple t,housa.ncl for the third column. Generating all the possible wheels took their
program approximately six seconds. They eliminated redundant edges; for instance, if the
subgraph JLOL --+ LOLC + OLCL existed, each edge labeled with a single symbol, they would
not have an edge from JLOL --+ OLCL labeled with two symbols, as it would be redundant.
They made the assumption that every 2-sequence on the wheel had been seen. (According to the formula above, the chances of there being an unseen 2-sequence is less than
1 in 5000, so this is probably a, valid assumption.) Thus, they considered all edges labeled
with l-sequences , 2-sequences, and 3-sequences.
DEK asked them how they processed these wheels once they were generated. They
used Bayes’ rule, assuming that all possible wheels were equally likely. This allows some
cancellation. They mentioned some problems with floating point underflow, but they
worked around these.
For the first colun~n, the found a wheel of length 22 that has a probability of 75%,
and a, wheel of length 16 with a probability of 25%. All otller wheels have proba.bilities of
0.0250/o or less. For the second column, a wheel of length 22 has proba.bility S7Y0, one of
16 has proba.bility 13%, and the rest have miniscule probability. The third column found
three wheels of length 22 with probability 25% each which a’re functionally equiva.lent,
two wheels of length 1G with probability 12Yo each, and a. few more wheels of minimum
probability. DEK opinecl tha.t, if two wheels a,re functiona.lly equivalent, they might well
be considered thtl same wheel in computing the Ba.yesia.n probability.
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At this point, we were almost out of time. MW, TH, a,ncl RZ mentioned tha,t they
found essentially the same results as the previous team, but they found for one column a
wheel of length 18 that was more probable than any of length 16. Nonetheless, their most
probable wheels were the same. JS checked again and agreed that one of his wheels was
indeed of length 18, so there was total agreement. RC, EW, and HJ did both Bayesian
and x2 analysis, and their results corraborated those presented so fa,r. A wheel of size 22
was the only one to pass the ,y2 test at the 95010 confidence level for all three columns. A
wheel of size 16 passed the x2 test at the 95% confidence level for columns 1 and 2, but
not 3. The final team, DM, SS, and CS had essentially the same results.
The final results, then, are as follows.
The first two wheels are, respectively,
7BLOLCLJLOLCL JLOLCL JLO and 7L JC JO JB JC JO JB JC JO JBJC. The third wheel is one of

7LBOBLBJBOBLBOBLBOBLBO,7LBOBLBOBLBJBOBLBOBLBO,and7LBOBLBOBLBOBLBJBOBLBO.
Then we then calculated the payoff for these wheels:

777
JJJ
BBB
BBJ
LLL
LLJ
000
OOJ
ccx
CXY

Chance
1
30
30
3
50
10
60
12
264
1188

Prize
200
100
18
18
14
14
10
10
5
2

1648

Payoff
200
3000
540
54
700
140
600
120
1320
2376
9050

So, the payoff is 9050/10648 or 85%. There is a probability of 1648/10648, or 15%, that
you will win something on a given nickel.
Floppy disks containing library code for the next problem set, and a. description of
the routines provided, were handed out at, the end of the class period. The signmanager
document ation follows:
You are given two playgrounds to write in, called field1 and field.2, each 1024 horizontally by 32 vertica*lly. (0,O) is at the upper left-hand corner. Each is an array of 2048
16-bit integers, but you don’t know that. All coordinates are handled modulo the field
size; in other words, your playgrounds are doughnuts. The following three functions can
be used to set, clear, and test a, bit in the pla.ygrounds.
procedure pset(var fi field; x,y: integer);
procedure pclr(var E field; x,y: integer);
function ptst(var E field; x,y: integer): boolean;
For your more ambitious artistic needs, a+ general-purpose bit-blit routine is also provided. This routine takes a. source field and a. destination field, n: and y offsets for both, an
x size and a y size, and an opera.tion code, and performs a. bit-blit. If the source and destinat~ion arc on t,he same field ant1 overlap, you take your cha’nces with what will happen.
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Again, the bit-blit is performed as if 1~ot.h source and clestina,tion were a, doughnut. The
op is a. four-bit parameter whose sisteen 1ega.l values allow all possible sixteen operations
on two bits. To ca.lcula.te the value you wa.nt, take the function you want to perform, and
write it ass a, function of s a,nd d; for insta.nce, s @ cl. Now, rewrite it, as the sum of the
following four products: sd (8), sd (4), sCE (2), 32 (1). Our exclusive or would become
sz + SC!. Now add the va,lues in parenthesis following each term above; we get 6. This is
the value to use! For instance, some common ones &e 5 to invert the destination, 12 to
copy bits? 0 to clea,r the destination, a,nd 15 to set, the destinakion.
procedure blit(var SE field; sx,sy: integer;
var df field; dx,d.y: integer;
x,-y: integer; op.- integer);
Before you do any of the a.bove, however, you mut call initialize to set things up. By
defa.ult, a text window is opened for standard input and output; use the procedure hideall
to shut this down for final display. Before you exit,, call the function cleanup to restore the
system to its original state.
procedure initiahe;
procedure hidea.11;
procedure cleanup;
The displayed window is a 256 horizonta.1 by 8 vestical window on one of the two fields,
with the fields still treated as doughnuts. The following routine sets the origin (upper lefthand corner) of the displayed window to some point. This routine allows quick scrolling,
pannitig, or double-buffering of the display.
procedure setorig(‘var f field; x,y: integer);

.

For I/O, the following routine gets a key if one is a,vaila,ble. If none have been typed,
it returns &r(O). Th e c1 iaracter is not echoed to the screen.
function checkkey: char;
If you want to use specified delays, the ticks routine returns the number of sixtieths
of a second since the system has been turned on. This routine is useful for your own wait
routine, for instance. In addition, a time and temperature routine are also provided.
function ticks: Longht;
procedure time(var y, m, d, h, min, s: integer);
function temperature: integer;
Random numbers are availa.ble too. The function rand returns a0 random number
between 0 a,nd 2. - 1.
a
function rand(i: integer): integer;
procedure seed@ Longht);
If you a.re having difficulty understanding why your code does not work, the following
routine will copy the contents of both fields to the top portion of the Macintosh display.
Since the fields a.re twice as wide a.s the screen, the top ha,lf of each field is pla.ced above
the bottom ha,lf.
procedure debugdisplay;

10 March 198’7
User Interfaces
DEIi asked how many groups there were so he would know how many nai’ve users to
find. He said tha.t it would be easier to get nai’ve users for our demonstration if it was held
in the evening, but several students had conflicts that evening. MD mentioned tha,t when
she worked at Bell Laboratories, they would hire suburban housewives to test their user
interfaces. JS asked what the organization of the demonstrations would be like, and how
nai’ve the users would be. DEK said that he was looking for people who ha,d no experience
with computers, but might be visually oriented. He was considering looking for volunteers ’
in the ast department.
DEK told a story of a problem given to a previous class: They were to design a user
interfa,ce for a0 terminal to be located directly inside Margaret Jacks Hall, on which random visitors could ask arbitrary questions pertaining to the building and get appropriate
responses. Each tea.m of students were asked to volunteer a typical question; one team
submitted a. question in French! The interface was intended to be a nice as possible; often
features get in the way of user friendliness. There is usually a tradeoff between available
features and ease of use. For the DigiFlash problem, we want to allow the user to genera*te
attention-getting displays with ease.
DM then mentioned that he had loca#ted one of the LED signs in the Stanford Credit
Union. The input was just a. keyboard and the output was the sign itself, just as in our
problem. He played with it, and determined that it was programmed through escape
sequences. Each message was preceded by an escape sequence which determined how the
message would be displa.yed, followed by the actual message itself.
DM verified tha,t the letters did indeed seem to be slanted as they scrolled. DEK com. mented on how real this phenomena a,ppeared to be, and explained its source. The lights
in the display a.re displa,yed one row at a time, from bottom to top. The computer shifts
the entire message between the time the bottom row and the top row are displayed. Thus,
the upper pixels of a letter might already be shifted one pixel when they are displayed.
The eye tends to merge all of the shifting and scanning into a smooth, scrolling, slanted
letter.
Unfortunately, we would not be a,ble to replicate this effect with the Macintosh. The
display on the Macintosh is updated at only sixty times per second. At that rate, the
eye cannot merge scrolling ‘broken’ letters into a smooth slanted scroll; each frame is
shown long enough to make the letters appear irregular. In addition, the resolution of the
Macintosh screen is not high enough to simulate the slant effect by actually slanting the
letters as they are drawn.
DEK talked then a.bout a sign he saw in a Boston subway tha,t wa,s malfunctioning.
It, would go through a, seemingly random sequence, which included a.11 forms of ga.rba.ge
characters. At one point? half of the screen scrolled one way, the other half another way.
MD mentioned tha,t the Pa.10 Alto post office has one of these displa.ys, which just
displa.ys messa.ges on and then blinks them. JS said that this might reflect the users. He
ta,ught a. summer computer camp, and he was asked to show the parent,s around the camp.
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The parents would act’ almost a.fra.icl of t,he computers: t#hey tended to stick to wl1a.t they
knew. The children, on the other hand, would experiment to see what the machine would
do. For insta,nce, using LOGO, a0 child would often intentionally run the turtle off the
screen to see wha.t would ha.ppen. (For the curious, it wraps around to the other edge of
the screen.) An a.dult would not apttempt this; JS mentioned one instance where an adult
t*old him he 1la.d a.ccidentally run the turtle off the screen and whether that was okay.
DEK felt that a,dults were more cautious because adults have been conditioned not to
brea.k the rules: this influences how they handle new situations. He expla,ined this with a,n
example. As a.11 undergradua.te he wrote a simple game testing reflexes, where you were to
hit a button a.fter the computer flashed a light. The faster you hit the button, the higher
your score. People soon realize that they can hold down the button to get high scores,
so he programmed the machine to respond to aa held button with ‘Don’t hold the button
down. Sir? I think you lack integrity.’ Adult who played the gasme became worried that
they had offended the machine somehow!
Discussion went back to user interface design when DEK suggested that the sign was
la.rge enough t,o have two a.ctive areas, one for user entry a,nd one for help, for instance.
RZ sa.id t,ha.t an ea.sy wa.y to satisfy the one-page user manual requirement was to include
the sent,ence ‘Type h for help’ a,nd put the user manual in the machine itself.
JS mentioned how much could be done with simply a keyboard and small display; the
Rockwell AIM 6502 system was a very successful microcomputer, complete with BASIC
and assembler in ROM, and it ha,d only about a 32-character display. DEK mentioned a
notebook Epson portable computer with only three lines that was very useful.
RC ment,ionecl tha.t a, team might want to include subliminal messages for the judges.
Unfortuna.tel\;, on a, video screen refreshed at sixty frames per second, the subliminals
would not be very subliminal.
RZ then 1)rought up the subject of modes. DEK said tha,t the machine sl~oulcl never
get in a. sta.te the user could not) easily get out of, and that a0 user should always be able
to t,ell what sta.te he is in. Sometimes this is easier said tha,n done. For instance, in TEX,
if an argument to a macro is being scanned, an \end will be swallowed, even if the user is
t#yping the input at the keyboard. RC mentioned the difference between the editors vi and
EMACS. The former is a moded editor, with separate insert and edit modes; the latter is
(almost ) alwa.ys in insert mode, with the editing comma.ncls bound to control keys.
Some questionable user interfaces were then presented. TR mentioned that a, certain
rela.tively common sequence of characters, which might be typed to the vi edit mocle when
the user thought he was in the insert mode, would make changes to and write the file to
the disk. SS mentioned that the command ‘I’ is not understood in the XEDIT/Edsgar
editor, so it is passed to the opera.ting system. Unfortuna,tely, this reboots the machine!
DEK commented on how the E editor on SAIL uses the e and X keys to move among
files; he often finds himself typing them to the TENET prompt instea.d. R.2 brought up
the Unix passwd program, which complains if you al.& it t’o a.ccept, a. password tha.t is too
short8. If you keep trying, however, it will accept it a,fter a# certain number of attempts.
SS mentioned how TuiENE,X will accept a password that is too long, and trunca,te it for
you, without, notifying you. Then, if you try a,nd use the longer version of the password,
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it will not let you log on; you have to figure out the truncat,ecl version. RZ suggestled that
a user-interface hall of shame be started.
MR said that the uniform user interface presentecl by the Macintosh and its applicc?.tion
programs is one of the nicest features of the machines. This interface was designed by Apple
and suggested (but not required) for all applications on the machine. DEK hypothesized
that the capitalist market supports software tha.t uses the uniform interface and squelches
packages tha.t do not.
DEK then brought up an oft-omitted fea*ture of a manual-it should tell the user
how to exit the program. Usually it is wise tha.t this be the first thing mentioned. Most
manuals assume that once the user is in their program, he never wants to get out!
SS asked if we could put labels on the keyboard, and DEK said yes, that was in fact
a good idea. MR took this one step further and asked if he could build his own keyboard;
the feeling of the class was yes, he could, if he wanted. SS described the control panel
of a spaceship he saw somewhere; it had a START button to go somewhere, and a nonfunctioning STOP button that was only there to reassure the user. RZ mentioned that
this might be like the ‘close door’ key on most elevators.
On the subject of keyboards, DEK said that most keyboards for Chinese languages
designed by westerners had a very large matrix of keys. A Chinese scholar at Stanford,
however, opted to use a standard ASCII keyboard, with key combinations to allow the
large number of characters. The scholar even suggested a way in which the computer might
‘learn’ how a particular typist typed each character, allowing the typing to be customized
to the individual user.
-DEK described a keyboard used by court reporters. It has five pairs of keys for the
fingers of each hand, and four single keys for the two thumbs. Each pair of keys can be
struck in three combinations; top key, bottom key, and both. Using this keyboard, an
entire syllable can be typed in one stroke. Unfort.una.tely, after he learned this keyboard
. for typical conversations and decided to try and take chemistry notes on it, he discovered
that he could not translate the chemistry to strokes fast enough. Like most secretaries,
he had learned abbreviations for business letters (‘yours very truly’) and typed them as
units, but he did not have a set of ‘units’ for chemistry.
12 March 1987
User Headaches
After a long week using the Macintoshes, several issues were raised by the students. JS
mentioned the restriction of 32,000 bytes of automatic variables under Lightspeed Pascal,
and asked if it was legal to use the memory allocation functions to access more memory.
Were we going to assume that the hardware of the DigiFlash executive sign limited us to
some a.mount of memory, and if so, how much ? He also mentioned tha,t it would be nice to
have more than the two fields decla,red; this wa,y ima.ges could be built up and just swa.pped
into place. Since each field requires 4096 bytes, a.nd an array internal to the signmanager
code required 8192 bytes, memory wa,s a,lrea.cly fa.irly scarce. DEK said tha,t a meeting of
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t,he DigiFla.sh board would be held on the following day, during which a. decision would be
made. (The decision was to allow the use of extra -memory.)
D’S then narra,tecl his experiences with the sign a.t the Sta.nforcl Credit Union. Their
sign was ta,ken down when the c1lstoniers complained a,bout it. It ha,d a. field of a*pproximately 256 by 16 pixels, a.ncl includes a8 script font, among other things. The programming
was very simple; before ea,ch messa.ge, a, key was pressed to indica,te whether the message
would scroll top down, bottom up, from the left, or simply fla,sh. Then, the message was
typed, and consisted of a.11 characters until the next control key typed. Ba,sic editing functions were provided; a user could scroll a message character by character or scan through
the messages one at a time. In addition, there were a few canned sequences; one was a
script ‘Welcome’; another was a script ‘Thank You’, and the third was a flying saucer animation sequence, and the fourth was a slot machine simulation. Interestingly, even though
so few features were available, the sign rea.lly appeared exciting. Even bland test messages
were very impressive. The machine was obviously designed carefully. DEK mentioned
how the flashing red lights would have an appeal over the diminuitive black and white
Macintosh screen.
After playing with the machine for a while, they finally found the instructions on the
back of the keyboard. Apparently there was an entire printed manual? but the people at
the Credit Union could not locate it.
DS was convinced by this experience that users should have comparatively few options.
A successful system necessa.rily has very successful defaults.
BH cited this as an example of a properly engineered system, in comparison with so
niany systems that were over-engineered. He said, ‘You would not believe how complex
a system, say, for example, a computer typesetting system, can get.’ No names were
mentioned. DEK countered this with the notion of tools which were designed to be used
by experts as well as novices; the tool must grow with the user. Your demands on the
system might change, and the system should be able to accomodate these changes. In
a)ddition, the help a system provides a novice should not slow down the expert user.
BH said that this is true, and might influence how the DigiFlash interface was programmed. Was this a sign to be used on Times Square, or just a.t a local record Wherehouse? MW mentioned tha,t a0 product designed for demonstration also might differ from a
product designed for use, especially if the people exercising the system during the demonstration were only either expert or novice users.
DEK commented on how difficult it was to evaluate the quality of software. MR
suggested that systems are usually compa,red with other existing systems that do the sa,me
thing, on a feature by feature basis. BH mentioned that more features do not necessarily
ma,ke a better product. MD said that user satisfaction can be measured. DEK agreed,
saying that sometimes an interface or method is so intuitive and so na,tural that everyone is
left wondering why they did not come up with it first. Yet, before it was seen, the method
wa,s not at all obvious. EW mentioned t,hat, people need t,o be convinced that a. system is
interesting; a system is not interesting in of itself. MD said t,hat poor packaging can make
a’ good system look bad. DEK agreed, saying tha4t the weakest link is wha,t kills a, system.
MR. said tha*t it, is a. na.tura.l tendency of the designer and implementer of a system to
wa.nt t,o a.cld features. Some of these fea.tures might not be wanted by end users, lea,cling
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to frustration of a.11 involved. DEK confessed that he loves England, because everything
there is not ta.rgetted at the lowest common denominator; the strong class system ma.kes
some things more a,ttractive.
DEK then asked what kind of editing functions the students were thinking of providing. If a user has typed in his messages and they are almost right, but contain a few
minor errors, he would not want to start over. BH mentioned tha#t it could not be too complex, because the record Wherehouse is not going to hire someone simply to run the sign.
MD disa*greed, pointing at TR as a potential market for a more complex sign. TR had
mentioned earlier that he would not mind having a personal DigiFlash to use for random
messages. DEK mentioned that there would probably be a market for people who wanted
to install DigiFlash signs in the rear window of their cars. BH asked how much such a
system would cost. DEIi said, ‘Tens of thousands of lives’. MD mentioned that different
models could be offered; the ones with larger screens could also include more features.
DB pointed out tha,t there is probably a large market for a limited-feature product, and
a small.market for a more complex DigiFlash. DEK mentioned that a, base unit might be
sold, and then peripherals and additional software could keep the customers buying, as in
the current microcomputer market.
The conversation had strayed from editing features, so RZ brought it ba’ck on track.
He suggested having incremental searching and regular expression matching, as in EMACS
or vi. Class time was exhausted by then, so we took the tongue out of RZ’s cheek and
class was dismissed.
17 March 1987
User Experiences
.

Class broke bright and early on the students huddled in the Macintosh laboratory,
putting finishing touches on their projects. DEIi entered to scattered appla’use; he was
wearing his umpire’s shirt. After some scrambling to find machines that worked with the
projector, the demonstrations were started. A summary of the demonstration, written by
DEK, constitutes the remainder of these notes:
There wa.s general agreement that the most successful team, for the purposes of this
demo and test, was team 4: DS, EW, MD, and MR. The research they did a.t the credit
union was excellent, as was the general organization of their user manual.
There was also general agreement that the most attractive displays were produced by
team 2: DM, SS, KR, JS, and TH ( once the user learned how to enter it). The fonts were
excellent a.nd, of course, the animation was a nice surprise.
Team 3: MW, CS, TF, AW, and BH rates honorable mention both for a good user
n1a.nua.l and for excellent graphics. The ‘materialize’ fea.ture was a. creative idea (a.lthough
it could perhaps ha.ve been made more visua.lly exciting with some more experilllenta,tioll),
and the extra functionality of flashing/bold/ reverse letters and extended characters was
haadled in a* way that a. user could easily pick up.
Team 1 fulfilled the necessary function of demonstrating how difficult the assignment
was to ca,rry out in just two weeks.
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Here are some more specific comments. Team 4: Especia.lly nice fea,tures of this user
manual were the diagram (with redundancy) and the easy-to-see hea#dings:
OVERVIEW
STEP-BY-STEP
Step 1: Type
Step 2: P1a.y
Step 3: Fancy Displa#ys
Step 4: Play Again
Step 5: Experiment
The wording is notably jargon-free: ‘Hold % and press P. Look! DIGIFLASH is
pla.ying your messa.ges, one after the other. To go back to editing, use %E.’ (Maybe it
would be better to say ‘hold % DOWN.. .‘? ) But there a0re a few glitches: Sometimes the
manual refers to ‘line’ and other times to ‘message’; better to sa,y ‘message’ everywhere.
The word ‘scroll’ is unfamiliar to non-CS types; its use was not necessary. Likewise the
word. ‘menu’. ‘Up’ could rather have said ‘To previous message’.
Somehow I think both lower and upper case .would have been better, even though we
sa.w with team 2 tha,t the way to get this is not obvious to a newcomer. Just say ‘to get
capital letters, hold the shift key down while typing’?
The statement ‘Don’t worry, Digiflash II has been carefully redesigned not to bite!’
is too aapologetic. But something like it (to underline the fact that the user should not
be afraid of brea,king the machine) is important for most people who are unfamiliar with
computers.
_ The most successful displays will probably not jump back and forth between scrolling
options, so it would have been better to use the previous option as the default for each
new line.
Icons for the options were nice.
The least successful part of the manual was the inscrutable comment

[<- THIS IS VISIBLE HERE] BUT NOT HERE.
I think it would have been better to say, e.g.,

<- AN EXTRA-LONG MESSAGE CAN BE SEEN IF YOU MAKE IT MOVE
and then below, when the options are listed, say
<- move the message to the left.
The cursor wa.s not a, success. Something that fla(shes is much easier to spot.
The blinking option went by too fast, on the solution by team 2, and perhaps also in
his team’s case (I don’t remember). The default should be to blink a few times, not just
once.
Team 2: The user manual suffered from sentences like ‘the backspace key works in
the obvious way’; this caa be intimidating. Again, there’s unnecessazy ja.rgon and inconsistency:
“When the DIGIFLASH is turned on, a, flashing vert,icnl bar indica,tes tha,t it is
ready for you to enter the first line of your messa.ge. . .The left a,nd right arrow
keys may be used to position the cursor (i.e: the flashing bar) anywhere within
the line. Move the cursor to the left of some cha.ract,er and hit the up or clown
arrow key a few times to change the cha,ra.cter style. . .”
t
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See? No point in sa.ying ‘cursor’when you must define it the first time a’nd then you use it
only once later. Just continue calling it a flashing bar. Also, these sentences are long and
wordy. Formal latin terms like ‘i.e.’ aren’t appropriate even if punctua,ted properly (this
should have said ‘i.e.,’ not ‘i.e:‘). Compare to the following sentences by group 4: ‘Type
some more messages. Use the B,4CKSPACE key if you make a mistake.’ In this style you
could have said:
“Turn on your DIGIFLASH. You’ll see a flashing vertical bar. This means it’s
ready for you to type. When you hit a key, a letter appears where the bar was
flashing; try it! To remove a. letter you don’t want, hit BACKSPACE.”
And so on. Short sentences.
The options for getting in and out were interesting, but the LINK option wasn’t easy
to understand. I think it would have been better to use LINK for line entry (so that you
can demonstrate how the line comes in, knowing how the previous line went out), instead
of for line exit (when you have to ‘push down’ until seeing the next line).
Also, it was a bit boring to be prompted for 5 or so things on each line; some way to
say ‘same as last line’ would be nice. On the other hand,. your way (with the handy ‘?’
option, which could demonstra#te LINK if you use it as suggested above) is preferable to
that of team 3, since their user didn’t know when the mode of display was to be entered.
Your font was pretty good but the periods were too narrow. There was no wa.y to
make ‘. . . ’ look right.
DiJKSTra as the name was an OK in-joke since we needed a Dutch connection.
Team 3: The biggest mistake here was the way chosen to get out of bold mode by
typing bold a8 second time ! That must be the worst imaginable thing. In a WYSIWYG
system like this, the way to get to normal should be just like the way you get to bold,
flashing, etc.
I didn’t have a chance to check if you updated the time (to keep it current) wher. ever it appeared in a message. That would have been the right thing to do, of course!
Congratulations for providing this feature, with a nice simple user interface.
It would have been natural to allow 8 type styles (flashing/nonflashing, bold/normal,
black/white) instead of 4.
The Materialize feature looked rather binary, hence not as appealing as the animation. Some kind of ‘dissolve’ or selective flashing might be more exciting; this would be
interesting for further exploration.
Your instruction ‘Scroll from the left’ is a problem first because of jargon (‘scroll’) but
mostly because people think of this as a rightward motion ! ‘Scroll to the right’ would have
been much better.
Team 1: The user manual goes to great lengths to be explanatory, but fails tota.lly,
in part because of the great length. Let me quote from the beginning, and ma.ke some
comments:
You can crea,te 6 different, types of MESSAGES. These MESSAGES differ from
each other in
1. The waOy they SCR.OLL (rea#d stroll) on the screen:
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(a,) Either the messa,ge sta,rts from OFF-SCR,EEN (i.e. starts with a.
blank screen), and SCROLLS the message from right to left.Characters
enter from the right end,and fall off the left end, of the screen.
OR
(b) The messa.ge starts displaying initially with the message LEFTINDENTED,( i.e. the first character of the message is on the left end of
the screen.)It then SCROLL S the MESSAGE across from right to left
as in (a).
2. The NATURE of the characters on the screen.. .
and so on. Notice how unhelpful all this itemizing and wordiness is. Why are some words
capitalized sometimes ? Technical terms need to be defined only if they’re going to be used
often and if there are no ordinary English substitutes. People are not normally so logical
that they like to see formal definitions. Also, the term ‘left-indented’ is contrary to normal
usage (since ‘indented’ always means moved in from the margin, not flush with it). That’s
almost like saying ‘Henceforth I’ll say up when I mean down.’
I tried to repeat faithfully the weird spacing around punctuation in the above quotation. Mechanics of typography are important, since deviation from normal conventions is
an unnecessary distraction.
How to rewrite the above? I would probably not start by saying how many types
of messa.ges there are; I might never even mention that explicitly. I’d probably say, ‘The
displa,y of messa,ges either starts ONSCREEN-with the beginning of the message instantly
visible-or OFFSCREEN-with the screen starting out blank and the’message moving in
_ from the right. In both cases the message continues to move from right to left.’
Instead of having a user type a number between 1 and 6, it would be much better to
have marked keys. For example, there might be an ONSCREEN key and an OFFSCREEN
key, given your setup.
When both uppercase and lowercase letters are used, 8 dots high, it’s much better to
leave the bottow row for descenders on g, j, p, q, y.
The importance of quick response to keystrokes was amply demonstrated.
Overall, this obviously turned out to teach quite a few lessons! Besides all the technical
things, I was especially happy to see the interaction between team members; it’s hard to
work together on something like this, and you did well indeed.
Will we ever again be able to watch a flashing sign without remembering these traumat ic days??
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Appendix A: Trivia Hunt
1. Who taught this course in 1971 ? In what room did it meet? What color a#re the walls
aad doors of that room painted now?
15 points eac12
Prof. Floyd taught CS204, Problem Semina.r, in autumn quarter 1971-1972. The room was Math 380-D,
according to the Time Schedule [court,esy of Stanford Editions and Publications]. The doors are stained
brown; the walls are covered with wa.llpaper: white in front, beige at the sides, brown at the back. Stanford
Maps and Records has no record of changes since 1971; floorplans dated 1971 show the room as it now
Btands. (When Knuth posed this problem, he was thinking of room 204 in Polya Hall, where he taught the
class some years later; tl1a.t room has off-white painted walls and dark blue doors.) Some teams interviewed
Floyd and Martin Frost (who was one of the students in the course that, quarter), but neither Floyd nor
Frost could remember whether the class was actually held in that room.

2. Who received the first two PhD’s in Ma.thematics from Stanford?
In wha.t years did they finish their work?

10 poi22ts eacl2
10 pai22ts eaclz

William Albert Manning received the first, on May 18, 1904, according to the 13th commencement program.
Frank Clark Hoyt received a. PhD jointly from Math and Physics on June 20, 1921; this may qualify
although the title was definitely physics. Another such was awarded to George Russell Harrison in 1922.
But according to the reference book St,anford Dissertations (call number AS36.S7), and according to a.
definitive-looking list, in the math library compiled by Prof. Bacon in 1972, the second math PhD was
completed by Vern James (a student of Manning) in 1927.

3. Who received the first two PhD’s in Computer Science from Stanford?
In what year did they finish their work?

5 poilzts each
5 points

William Marsha.11 Mc1l;eema.n and Dabbal Ra.jagopal Reddy completed their theses in August, 1966 and
their degrees were awarded in September of that year. They are listed under ‘Computer Science’ in the
1967 commencement program. Previous students who received PhD’s in the Computer Science Division
of the Mathema.t,ics Depart,ment. (Causey, Grace, Moler, and Rudin) were listed under ‘Mathema.tics in
the coll~mencement. programs; t,here was not as yet, a Comput#er Science department.

4. Wha#t was the title of John McCarthy’s PhD thesis?
How many pages long wa.s it!?

10 points
10 points

Projection Operat,ors and Partial Differential Equations. Princeton University, 1951. 28 pa.ges. [Reference:
Disserta.tion Abstract,s 15 (1955), p. 601.1 H owever, somebody had a friend look up the thesis in Harvey
Mudd library at Princet.on, and it. really was only 27 pages long.

5. When did Gene Golub celebra.t’e his 13th birthday?

8 poi22ts

Gene was born on February 29, 1932, so his 13th birthday was February 29, 1954; severa. students (e.g.,
Schaffer, Weening) remember the party. He also celebrated age 13 somewhere near Februaxy 28 or March
1, 1945, when his bar mit.zvah took place.

6. Of what j0urna.l is Leo Guibas the problem section editor?
The Journal of Algorithms. [Reference: Inside front cover of any issue.]
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12 poh2ts

7. Give the titles, coauthors, and years of publication of ea,ch book by Jeff Ullma,n.
4 points each
The following are in the card catalog (and they a.re also known to ‘Socrates’): 1. (with Hopcroft) Formal Languages and their Relation to Automata, 1969. 2. (with Aho) Theory of Parsing, Translation,
and Compiling, vol. 1, 1972. 3. (with Aho) Theory of Parsing, Translation, and Compiling, vol. 2, 1973.
4. (with Aho and Hopcroft) Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms, 1974. 5. Fundamental Concepts
of Programming Systems, 1976. 6. (with Aho) Principles of Compiler Design, 1977. 7. (with Hopcroft)
Introduction to Automata Theory, Languages, and Computation, 1979. 8. Principles of Database Systems,
1979. 9. (with Aho and Hopcroft) Data Structures and Algorithms, 1983. 10, Principles of Database Systems, 2nd edition, 1983. 11. Computational Aspects of VLSI, 1984. 12. (with Aho and Sethi) Compilers:
Principles, Techniques, and Tools, 1986. His vita also lists books scheduled to appear: 13. (with Goldschlager and Mayr) Theory of Parallel Computation, 1987. 14. Database and Knowledge-Base Systems,
1988. 15. (with Aho) P rinciples of Computer Science, 1988.

8. What was Don Knuth’s first scientific publication?

10 points

The Potrzebie System of Weights and Measures, MAD magazine 33 (June 1957), 36-37. [Reference:
Knuth’s vita.]

9. What faculty member in our department wrote a PhD thesis about game theory?
20 points
Nils John Nilsson, An application of the theory of games to radar detection problems (EE, 1958). Found
in main card catalog and elsewhere.

10. Which faculty members in our department had thesis advisors who have won the ACM
Turing award?
20 points for each correct triple (faculty name, advisor name, year of Turing award)
(Feigenbaum, Simon, 1975); (Guibas, Knuth, 1974); (Gupta, Newell, 1975); (Manna, Floyd, 1978);
(Manna, Perlis, 1966); (Nelson, Tarjan, 1986); (Pratt, Knuth, 1974); (Rosenbloom, Newell, 1975);
(Waldinger, Simon, 1975). [Personal communications; the Turing winners are listed in CACM, January
83.1

41. Identify the author and source of the following quotations:
a. Right as a serpent hit hym under floures
Til he may seen his tyme for to byte . . .

10 points for each author
15 points for each source

Geoffrey Chaucer, The Squieres Tale [part of his Canterbury Ta.les], lines 512-513.

b. The upper pointer is stepped down, and proceeds on its downward scan of the
data. When it finds an item with key lower than the bound, this item is copied
into the locations referred to by the lower pointer. The lower pointer is then
L
stepped up, and the process is repeated until both pointers are referring to the
same item.
C. A. R. Hoare, “Quicksort,” Computer Journal 5 (1982), p. 13.

c. The most valuable acquisitions in a scientific or technical education are the
general-purpose mental tools which remain servicea.ble for a lifetime. I rate natural langua.ge and mathematics as the most important of these tools, and computer
science a,s a. third.
George E. Forsythe, “What. t#o cl0 till t,lic computer scientist, conies,” American Math Monthly 75 (1968),
p. 456; quoted by Knut,h in CACM 15 (1972), p. 722.

12. What were the titles and dates of Stanford CS reports number 1 and number lOOO?
5 poiI2ts each
Of Stanford AI memo number l?
Were any of these three subsequently published in journals?
10 poi12ts for each journal citation
CS 1: Primal partition programming for block diagonal matrices, by J. B. Rosen, November 8, 1963;
published in Numerische Mathematik 6 (1964), 250-260.
CS 1000: Implementation of logical query
languages for databases, by J. D. Ullman, May 1984; published in ACM Transactions on Databases 10
(1985), 289-321. (Al so in the supplement to the ACM-SIGMOD 1985 conference proceedings, pp. l-17,
tihere it was an invited paper.)
AIM 1: Predicate calculus with ‘undefined’ as a truth value, John
McCarthy, March 22, 1963; never published.

13. What integer number does the bit pattern 101011100010111000101110001011100011
represent in a DEC-2060 computer?
3 points for tl2e correct answer, in decimal notation
What floating-point number does it represent?
7 points for the correct answer, in decimal notation
The integer is -21963283741, and the floating-point number is -2.19632843+10, according to the ‘ddt’
program. The latter represents -21963283712 f 128. (Tllis and its negative are the only self-referential
numbers on the machine!)

14. Where did Seidel publish his method for solving linear systems by iteration?
10 points for correct refereI2ce, plus 15 points for copy of first page
What was his full name? What were the dakes of his birth and death?
7 points each
“eber ein Verfahren, die Gleichungen, auf welche die Methode der kleinsten Quadrate fiihrt, sowie line&e
Gleichungen iiberhaupt, durch successive Annaherun aufzulijsen,” in Abh. der II. Classe der k. bayerischen
Ak. d. Wiss. [that’s the proceedings of the math-physics section of the Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences], vol. 11, part 3 (Munich, 1874), 81-103. He was Philipp Ludwig von Seidel, according to Meyer’s
Enzyklopadisches Lexikon and Scribner’s Dictionary of Scientific Biography; or Philipp Ludwig Seidel according to Poggendorf’s HandwGrterbuch; both sources give birth date 24 Ott 1821 in Zweibriicken, death
date 13 Aug 1896 in Munich.

15. What is the number of the patent on the ENIAC?
How many claims did it have?
When was it filed, and when was it awarded?
When was it invalidated?

10
10
10
15

points
points
points
points

Patent number 3,120,606. Filed 26 Jun 1947, awarded 4 Feb 1964(!). 148 claims. Invalidated 19 Ott
1973. [US Gov’t Patent Office Official Gazette 799 (February 1964); Annals of the History of Computing
3 (1981), 389; US Patents Quarterly 180 (1974), 673-773.1

16. What city has been the site of both a STOC and a FOCS conference, since 1976?
15 points
Providence, Rhode Island, was STOC 85 and FOCS 77. [See the conference proceedings, or CACM calendar
of events, or Directory of Published Proceedings.] Incidenta.lly, Berkeley was STOC 86 and FOCS 75.

17. Find all journal articles published in 1982 whose title contains the word ‘multigraphs’.
10 points for each correct citadion, plus 5 points for each copy of’ the first pa.ge
1. Read a.nd Robinson, Enumeration of la.belled multigra.phs by degree pa.rities, Discrete Math 42 (1982),
99-105. 2. Exoo a.nd Harary, The sma.llest cubic multigraphs with prescribed bipartite, block, Ha.miltonian
and planar properties, Indian J. Pure and Applied Math 13 (1982), 309-312.
3. Gabow and Kariv,
Algorithms for edge coloring bipartite gra.phs and multigraphs, SIAM J. Computing 11 (1982), 117-129.
4. Taqqu and Goldberg, Regular mu1tigra.ph.s and their application to the Monte Carlo evaluation of
moments of non-linear functions of Gaussian random variables, Stochastic Proc. and their Applications 13
(1982), 121-138. [The first three are in the CompuMath subset of Science Citation Index, but the last is
only in the full index!]

18. The fundamental reference to the theory of multigrades is a book by Albert Gloden
called Mehrgradige Gleichungen published in the 40s. Find a review of this book in
English.
10 points for a Xerox copy
Find all references to this book xna#de in scientific papers since 1976.
15 points each
Reviewed by D. H. Lehmer in Math Reviews 8 (1947), 441. Referred to by E. M. Wright, “Tarry-Escott and
the easier Waring problems,” J. fiir die reine und angewandte Math 311 (1979), 170-173. Also referred to
by G. Myerson, “How small can a sum of roots of unity be ?” American Math Monthly 93 (1986), 457-459.

19. The longest known multigrades were first published in 1942, in a journal called Gazeta
Ma.ternatica. What university libraries in the United States contain the 1942 issue of
that journal?
10 points each
According to the Union List of Serials (1943), the only libraries at that time were at the following universities: Brown, Chicago, Columbia, Harvard. However, a check at Brown revealed that issues were not
received between 1940 and 1946. Other libraries may have acquired back issues since then; this question
is not resolved. Full credit was given for answers that believed the Union List of Serials.

20. Find the longest words in the English language with the following respective properties: (1) All the letters are distinct (e.g., absorpt ively). (2) The word is a, palindrome
(e.g., madam). (3) The letters of the word are sorted in nondecreasing order (e.g., accept). (4) The letters of the word are sorted in nonincreasing order (e.g., rookie).
(5) The letters all appear on the upper row of a typewriter keyboard (e.g., typewriter). Note: If your words are not commonly known, you must state their meaning
and give the name of a0 standard English dictionary that lists them.
12
points for ea,ch category, provided that no longer word has been found by other teams
(1) dermatoglyphics, skin patterns.
(2) kinnikinnik [Webster’s 3rd], ‘a mixture of dried leaves and
bark and sometimes tobacco smoked by the Indians and pioneers esp. in the Ohio valley’. Next in line
were malayalam, a Dravidia.n language related to Tamil [Guinness Book of Records], and redivider.
(3) aegilops, an ulcer in the inner corner of the eye, also a genus of grasses. (4) spoonfeed. Next is
spoonf ed; then wronged and sponged and some less common words. (5) prettypretty [Century Dictionary,
1914], ‘a knickknack’. Next is rupturewort, a European plant of genus Hernaria. The book Language on
Vacation by Dmitri Borgmann (19G5) has more info on questions like this. Some noted tl1a.t the longest
words satisfying all five criteria. simultaneously are ‘I’ and ‘0’.

21. What a,re synonyms of ‘cretinous’ in hackerese?
5 poi22ts for ead2 docume22ted a12swez
bagbiting, barfulous, barfucious, bletcherous, brain-damaged, chomping, demented, losing. [The
Hacker’s Dictionary, by Steele et al. (1983), pp. 28, 29, 36, 49.1
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22. List< all computers at Stanford that run the TOPS-20 operating system, a.nd tell in
wha.t building they are located.
4 points for each correct name and G points for each correct location
Various ‘host. commands identify them as: score, sushi, and truffle in Margaret Jacks Hall; lear,
Othello, hamlet, and macbeth (aka lots-a thru lots-d) in CERAS; how and why in the Business School;
sumex and tiny in the Medical School; sierra in Durand; turing (aka csli) in Pine Hall. There’s also
‘panda’ a.t Mark Crispin’s home; this may qualify as ‘at Stanford’in some loose sense.

23. Where is it possible to see a life-size painting of Leland Stanford, Jr., apt age 15? Who
8 points ea.ch
was the a.rtist? When was it painted?
In the Stanford Museum (room 7), painted by Felix Chary of Paris in 1884.

24. In w1la.t yea.r was Ma.rga.ret Jacks born?
Wl1a.t college did she attend?
TV1~a.t wa.s her middle name?
1Vha.t is the connection between her name and a popular food item?

5
15
20
20

points
points
points
points

Her portrait at the entrance to Margaret Jacks Hall says that she lived 1875-1962. She went to Radcliffe,
according t,o the speech by Paul Hanna when the building was dedicated. (This reference can be found
in Campus Report; it’s cited under her name in the Stanford Archives.) According to the biography of
her father David Jacks, by Arthur Bester, her middle name was Anna.. [This can also be found in her
obituary, Calif. Hist. Quarterly 41 (1962), 367.1 A ccording to the Monterey Peninsula Herald, 10 Nov
1982, pa.ge 34, hqont.erey Jack cheese is named after her father, David Jacks, who produced the cheese on
his Carmel Valley Dairy Ranch and distributed it throughout California under the name Jacks Monterey
Cheese. [\Vebst,er’s and other dictionaries are not aware of t,he derivation of this word, nor are standard
reference books on cheese.]

25. What company was co-founded by Fletcher Jones?
Wl1a.t is his connection with our department?

10 points
10 points

He co-founded Computer Sciences Corporation about 1959; this was the first (or nearly first) software
company. He established the Jones Foundation before his death in a private plane crash in 1972. That
Foundat.ion endowed the first, chair in our department in 1977. [R e f erence: Endowed professorships at
Stanford; or New York Times 9 Nov 1972, p. 50.1

26. 1iha.t is the origin of the LISP terms ‘car’ and ‘cd??

10 points

This t.erminology comes from the IBM 704. It means the ‘contents of address field of register’ (the rightmost
15 bits) and ‘contents of decrement field of a register’(the rightmost 15 of the leftmost 18); a ‘register’at
tha.t, time nleant. a rnenlory word. The original LISP software stored point#ers there. McCarthy alludes to
this origin in his fundamental paper “Recursive functions of symbolic expressions,” CACM 3 (1960), p. 182.
An csplicit. esplanakion appea.rs in his paper on the history of LISP, in the book History of Programming
Languages edited by Wexelblatt (1981), p. 175.

Scores:

Problem
1
2.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

.

-17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

_

Totals

David S
Martin R
Ramin 2
Carlos S

Derrick B
Scott s
Jack S
Michael W

45
40
20
20
10
12
43
10
20
85
50
35
0
35
45
15
45
38
40
0
25
120
8
30
20
10

44
30
20
30
8
10
51
10

34
9
36
45
15
65
39
0
40
20
120
27
70
20
10

821

872

R.ohi t, C
Kelly R

Inderpal M
Hakan J

50
0
10
10
8
0
44
3
0
60
25
25
3
31
34
15
40

30
34
20
0
8
0
52
5
0
45
50
34
11
26
35
15
45

19
100
0

24

40
0
0
130
24
0
10

5

591

6s

10

40
12
20
80
24
0
20
5
621

Marcia. D
David J
Liz W
Dave M

Tom F
Barry H
Tom H
Alex W

53
20
25
20
8
13
46
15
20
150
55
35
11
36
46
15
45
39
40
38
35
124
20
50
25

20
195
80
34
9
45
45
15
45
39
40
55
42
124
24
60
20

10

10

994

1130

61

40
20
20
10
13
54
10

Appendix B: Multigrades
(Most of this material appears in the book by Gloden [3].) We let SI; = cz: + - . . + uk, and
tk = b! + - - - + b&. The notation
al,. . . ,a, g bl,. . . ,b,
means that sk = tr; for 0 < k 5 n. With
for all even values of k 5 n. Without the
trivial if the b’s are simply a permutation
is not trivial. We assume that the a’s and

an asterisk after the n it means that sk = tk
asterisk this is called a multigrade. It is called
of the a’s. It is called ideal if m = n + 1 and it
b’s are integers.

LemmaI. a1 ,..., a,gbl,..., b, impliescal ,..., ca,Sbl,..., cb,.
Lemma 2. al,. . . , a, c bl,. . . , b,, implies al + d, . . . , a, + d g bl + d,. . . , b, + d.
L e m m a 3 [6]. al ,..., a , g bl,..., b, impliesal,...,a,,bl + d ,..., b, + d n&l al +
d 7’ ** 7 am+d,bl,...,bm.
Example 1 [4]. S uccessive applications of Lemma 3 starting with ‘0 z 1’:

d= 3:

0,3 A 1,2.
0,3,4,5z 1,2,3,6 =$ 0,4,5 2 1,2,6.

d= 5:

0,4,5,6,7,11&,2,5,6,9,10

d =-7:

0,4,7,8,9,11,16,17 4 1,2,7,9,10,11,14,18 + 0,4,8,16,17 A 1,2,10,14,18.
0,4,8,9,10,16,17,18,22,26 L 1,2,8,10,12,14,16,18,24,25

d= 2:

d = 8:

=+

3 0,4,7,11~1,2,9,10.

0,4,9,17,22,26%1,2,12,14,24,25.

d = 1 3 : 0,4,9,14,15,17,22,25,26,27,37,386
.

‘.

1,2,12,13,14,17,22,24,25,30,35,39

=$ 0,4,9,15,26,27,37,38z 1,2,12,13,24,30,35,39.
d = 1 1 : 0,4,9,12,13,15,23,24,26,27,35,37,38,41,46,50
L 1,2,11,12,13,15,20,24,26,30,35,37,38,39,48,49
--/ 0,4,9,23,27,41,46,5OL 1,2,11,20,30,39,48,49.
These are ideal except when n. = 6.
Example 2. Starting with the amazing sequence
a

0,5,7,10,17,22,24,29 A 1,6,8,13,20,23,25,30
and discarding duplicates we can obtain an ideal multigrade of order 6 by using various
prime values of d.
d = 5:

0,7,11,17,18,24,28,35 L 1,8,12,15,20,23,27,34.

d = ‘i:

0,11,17,19,22,28,30,41

d = 11:

0,17,19,34,42,53&1,14,20,33,39,52.

cl = 13:

0,17,19,27,34,36,46,53,65

k,l2,14,20,23,25,31,42.
A 1,13,20,30,32,39,47,49,66.

cl = 17: 0, 18,19,27,37,46,56,64,65, S3 L 1,13,20,32,39,44,51,63,70,82 .
d=l9: 0,X27,58,64,89,101 ~1,13,38,44,75,84,102.
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Lemma 4. We have a.1, . . . , a,, -al, . . . , -a,, g b1, . . . , b,,, , -bl, . . . , -b,,, if and only if
/1*
al,. . . , a, = bl, . . . , b,.
Lemma 5. If n is even a.22d d # 0 we have d + a,l, . . . , d + an,, cl - bl, . . . , d - bm g
d-a.l...., d - a .,,, , d + bl , . . . , d + b,, if and only if d + cl-1 , . . . , d + a )I7 , d - bl , . . . , d - bm “-*
d-cr.l,..., d - a?), , d + bl , . . . , d + bm +
Proof. Let (Al,...,,Snl) =(d+al,...,d-bm)al~d(B1,...,Bn~)=(d-al,...,d+bm).
We w:a.nt to show that Sk = Tk for all k 2 n if this holds only for the even values of k.
By the binomial theorem, we have Sk = Tk for odd k if si = tz for all odd I 5 k. Also
Sz -T2 = 4d(sl +), hence sl = tl. This implies that Sd -Td = Sd(s3 - ts), hence ~3 = t3;
and this implies that Ss - Ts = 12d(ss - ts), etc.
Lemma G (Birck, see [3]. If al, ~2, a3 4=* bl, b2, b3 then Al,. . . , d47 8=* Bl,. . . , BT, where
-- 7’47) = (s,s - al,s - a2,s - a3,b17b2,b3), (Bl,..., B7) = (t,t - bl,t - b2,t (4
b3,kbwd , s = (al + a2 + a3)/2, t = (h + b2 + b3)/2.
Proof. Let f,, = P + (s - al)n + (s - a2jn + (s -.a3)n - c$ - a; - a; and let gn be defined
similaxly from the b’s. We must show that f2k = g2k for 1 5 k 5 4. A little algebra shows
that ,fz = 0, f4 = a(.$ - 2s& fs = $2(si - 2s& and fa = &(si - 2s4)(7si + 2~).
The result follows since s2 = t2 and s4 = t4. Incidentally, the factor S: - 2S4 equals
16s(s- a,1)(s-ao2)(s- as), so we obtain only trivial solutions if we try to make f4 = 94 = 0.
Example 3 (Lktac, see [3]). If al, a2, a3 4=* bl , b2, b3 and al + a2 = 3a3 and bl -k b2 = 3b3,
Lemma 6 tells us that s, s - al,s - a2,s - as, bl, b2, b3 8=* t,t - bl,t - b2,t - b3,al,a2+.
But s - ag = a3 and t - b3 = b3, so we can cancel them from both sides. Lemma 4 now
yields
.

9

s, s -a1,s-a2,bl,b:!,-s,al -s,a2 -s,-bl,-b:! =
t, t - bl, t - b2, al, (12, -t, bl - t, b2 - t, --al, --a2 .
This is an ideal multigrade of order 9, and none are known of orders > 9. To find appropria,t,e va.lues of the cl’s and b’s we need to solve four equations in six unknowns. Standard
techniques of Diophantine analysis show the existence of infinitely many solutions, one of
which is
a3 = 11869, s = 23738;
al = 23750, a2 = 11857,
t = 436.
b2 = -20231, b3 = 218,
h = 20885,

c

Example 4 [5]. If a*l, a2, ~13 4=* bl, 112, b3 and al + a2 + a3 = 2(bl + 82 + b3) = 8h # 0, we
have Al,. . . , Alo 5 -Al,. . . , -Alo, where
(A l,*** 9 Alo) = (al - 3h,, a2 - 3h, an3 - 3h, -3h, al - 11, a,2 - h, ~1.3 - h, h - bl, h - b2, h - b3) .
The proof is interesting: Lemma 6 tells us that
4h, 411. - (11, 411 -

~1~2,411~

- a3, 1~1, b2, b3 8=* 2h, 211 - bl T 211. - 1~2 7 2h - b3, aI . ~111, a3 .
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We can add redundant terms and cha.nge signs, to obta.in
.

a,1 - 4h,, a2 - 4h, a3 - 4h, -4h, al - 211, a2 - 2h, a3 - 212, -bl, -bz, -bg
8=* 2h - al,212 - a2,2h -a3,2h,-al,-a;!,

-a3,

bl - 2h, b2 - 212, b3 - 2h.

Now Lemma 5 applies with d = -h, so we can remove the *. Adding h to each term
(Lemma 2) yields the stated result. If we also choose the parameters so that bl + b2 = 3b3,
the last term A 1o is zero, hence we have an ideal multigrade of order 8! One solution is
al = 71,
a3 = -9s)
a2 = 195,
bl = - 1 2 7 , b2 = 1 9 0 , b3 = 2 1 ;

12 =

21;

(A l,***, Ag) = (8,132, -161, -63,50,174, -119,148, -169).

.

Lemma 7. The multigrade al,. . . ,anz 2 bl, . . . , b,, is trivial if rn) 5 n.
Proof. Add zeroes to both sides, if necessary, so that 132 = n. Then it is easy to prove
that
(~-a~)...(x-a~)=(X-b1)...(~-b~).
Since a polynomial has unique roots, the b’s are a permutation of the a’s.
Lemma 8. If al,. . . ,anz g bl,. . . , bm is an ideal multigrade, the difference al . . . a, b, is a nonzero multiple of n!, and it equals (sm - t,)fm.
m!, since m = 12 + 1. If this is zero, the a’s are
a permutation of the b’s by Lemma 7. Hence sm - tm is a nonzero multiple of m!. To
_ complete the proof, use the fact thak al . . . am = sm/tm + f(sl, . . . , sn) and bl . . . 6, =
t77Jm+f(h,-- , tn>, where f is a certain polynomial.
1

Lemma 9. If al,. . . , anz g bl, . . . , b,,, is a.n ideaJ multigra.de, the n + 1 products (b; al)...(b; - a,) are all equal to (-l)““(bl . . . bm - al . . .a,).
Proof. We ha,ve (X - al). . . (CC - am) + (-1)““al.. .a, = (X - bl). . . (X - bm) +
(-l)“bl . . . bm.

I .

Example 5. Lemma 9 leads to almost unbelievable factorization patterns. For example,
A. L6ta.c has found the multigra.de
99, -75, -69, -16, -13,34,58,82,98 L 99,75,69,16,13, -34, -58, -82, -98
by a method different from that of Example 4. Here is the matrix whose entries a)re the
-prime factorizations of bi - aj:
23.3.7

5.23

2”.7

2.3.52

24.32

‘7.13

23..3.i

24.32

2.3~23

5.23

i.13

5.17

5.li
2”

24.7

2”.11

2.41

29

2.13

-3.7

-32*5

-3.23

-5.1’7

5.13

41

5-i

--z-s2

-3.7

-22.17

-22.23

-2’*29

-22.3-l 1

41

Ii

11

-2.3.7

-32.5

-22.23

-22.2g

-22.5.7

-2”.3.13

Ii

-i

-13

-2.3.1 I

-3.23

-22.29

-2'.5.i

-2’.4l

-22.32.j 5

1

-23

-29

-5.1 i

-22.3.1 1

-22+3.13

-22.:~2.5

-z2 ,i2

2~3~.11

2.3029

2.3-29

17

1

17

-7

-23

11

-13

-29

-2-3-i

-2.3.11

-2.41

5.13

41

23.11

41

2.41

5. 7

29

-2.3’

71
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The product of each row is constant. Also, each entry of the (; + l)st row is obtained by
subtracting a constant c; from the entry above it. For example, all entries of the second
row are 24 less than the entries of the first row; yet the row products are the same!
Theorem 1. Every multigrade al,. . . , a, g br , . . . , b, can be obtained b;v starting with
a multigrade of order zero a.nd using Lemma. 3 ex-actly n times, with d = 1 each time.
Proof. We may assume that al,. . . , uUL, bl,. . . , b,, are nonnegative, since it’s possible to
get the multigrade al - d, . . . , urn - d 2 bl - d, . . . , b, - d by reducing all numbers of the
initial zero-order multigrade by d.
Two sequences (al,. . . , al) and bl, . . . , bn) can be represented by the polynomial xnl +
. ..x al _ xbi - . . . _ xbm . Conversely, any polynomial with integer coefficients corresponds
to a unique pair of sequences (al,. . . , CQ) and (bl, . . . , bm) in this way.
Let f(x) be the polynomial corresponding to (al,. . . , CL~) and (bl, . . . , bm). We have
Z=mifandonlyiff(l)=O. Furthermorewehavear,...,a,~br,...,b,ifandonlyif
f’(l) = - * * = f(")(l) = 0. Thus, al,. . . , a, 2 bl, . . . , b, if and only if the corresponding
polynomial is a multiple of (5 - l),+l. (This observation is due to Escott, see [l].)
The transformation of Lemma 3 corresponds to multiplying the polynomial by xd - 1.
Therefore we can deduce al,. . . , a, g bl, . . . , b, if we start with the zero-order multigrade
that corresponds to f(x)/(x - 1)” and apply Lemma 3 n times until d = 1.
Theorem 2. Let al,. . . ,a, g bl,. . . , b, be an ideal multigrade and let dl, . . . , cl, be
any sequence of distinct primes that divide at least one of the differences bi - aj. This
multigrade can be obtained from a. multigrade of order zero by applying Lemma. 3 with
d=dl,.. . , d, respectively.
Proof. Refer to the proof of Theorem 1. If p is a prime divisor of bi - aj, we have
( X- a&(x - n,) == (x - bl)...(x - b,) modulo p, by Lemma 9, hence we can
A permute the b’s so that bi - ai is a multiple of p for all i. Therefore xai - xbi is a multiple
of xp - 1; therefore f(x) is a multiple of xJ’ - 1. The polynomial xdi - 1 has no factor
in common with X~J’ - 1 when i # j, except x - 1; and we know that f(x) is divisible by
( x - 1>,+r. Hence f(x) is a multiple of (xdl - 1). . . (xdn - 1)(x - 1). We can start with
the zero-order multigrade corresponding to f(x)/(xdl - 1). . . (xdn - 1).
Example 6. Add 100 to each element of L&a& order-8 multigrade in Example 5. This
can be obtained by starting with
d

1,6,8,11,21,34,45,47,5292,7,9,20,33,43,46,48,53

and a.pplying Lemma 3 with d = 5,7,11,13,17,23,29,41.
Example 7 (Ron Graham). Let al, . . . , c19 g -al,..., -as be L&a& multigrade of
Example 5. The sum dz + . -. + JG is equal to the sum de+. + 1/K
plus 0( Kg ). For example, when Y?, = 1000 the respective sums are
l

284.44073149798

ad1cl

284.44073149799.

l

When 17 = 1000000, they axe
8999.9999948174999882592472933651553748089
and

8999.9999948174999882592472933651553748093,

respectively. This illustrates how difficult it is in general to compare two given sums of
square roots of integers.
Example 8 (A. Moessner). Here are the shortest known multigrades of order 10 and 11:
1,13,25,55,75,87,95, - 7 , - 1 1 , - 1 9 , -61, -69, -91, -93 g -al,. . . , -a14 ;
1,28,31,32,55,61,68, -al, . . . , -a7 g 17,20,23,44,49,64,67, - bl, . . . , -b7 .
Theorem 3 [7]. For all n there exists a nontrivial multigrade al,. . . , a, JL bl, . . . , b,
such that m 5 $72” + +2 + 1.
Proof. Let rn, = in2 + in + 1 and consider the N” sequences (al,. . . , a,) where 0 _<
ai < N. Each sequence (al, . . . , a,) defines a sequence of power sums (~1, . . . , sn). Since
0 -< sk < mNk, there are at most (mN1). . . (m.Nn) = mnNnl-’ distinct sequences of
power sums. If we let N = m! mn + 1 we have Nm/m! > m”N”-I; hence there must be
two (al,... ,a,) with the sa.me power sums that are not permutations of each other.
References
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Appendix C: The L3 Algorithm
Let Cll,...,CL, be linearly independent n-dimensional vectors of integers. We wish to
find a linear combination x = xlu1 + . . . + xmam, whose length 11~11~ is short, where the
coefficients

Xi

are integers. The algorithm sketched below, due to Lenstra, Lov&z, and

Lenstra [Math. AnnaJen 261 (1982)) 516-5241, is surprisingly effective for this problem.
The algorithm makes use of integer n-vectors bl , . . . , bm, rational n-vectors b;, . . . , b,*,, ,
and rational m-vectors ~1,. . . , pm. We write bij for the j-th component of bi, etc. It proves
to be handy to maintain the rational numbers I I bf II 2, . . . , II bk II2 as separate, redundant
variables. An integer va,riable k records the algorithm’s progress towards a solution.
The data structures satisfy the following invariant relations at key points during the
execution of the algorithm:
(1) Any integer combination of (al, . . . , a,) is an integer combination of (bl, . . . , bm) and
conversely.
(2) br - b; = 0 if i #j; br - bf = Ilb~II”. ( T his is the dot product of vectors.)
(3) bi = C 1 5 j 2 mpijb;.
(4) pii = 1, and /lij = 0 for j >
(5) lpijl 5 l/2, for j <
_ (6)

i

i.

<
- k.

Ilbr+l II2 L (1 - ~fi+l)i)llb~l12)

for 1 5 i < k*

It follows from (2) and (3) that pij = (bi *b;)/ llbj*I12. We don’ tneed to compute the values
of pij for j > i, since they are constant.
We can establish these conditions initially by setting k t 1 and doing the following
operations for i t 1,. . . ,m:
bi + a; ;

br + bi ;

pij + (bi . bT)/ lib5 II2 a,ndbr tbt-~l;jbjforj=l,...,i-1;

*2
lib i II

A

= b; . bf .

(This is called the ‘Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization algorithm’.)
There is a subroutine

‘
fix(i)

j)’ which ensures that condition (5) holds at a pa.rticu1a.r

position i, j:
If Ipij 1 > l/2, let r be an integer such that lpij - rl 5 l/2.
Replace hi by bi - rbj and p-1; by pi - rpj.
(Thus, /l;/ + /lil - rpjl for 1 5 1 < j, and pij+/l;j - r.)
We will prove below that the vectors bl , . . . , b,, will be rather short, if conditions (1)
. . . (6) hold when 1; = nz. Conditions (5) and (6) hold trivially when k = 1. Therefore the
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idea of the algorithm is to try to increase k, and it does this by repeating the following
steps until k = m:
fix@ + 1, k);
if lb;+, II2 2 (1 - p2(k+l)k)llb; II2

then set k + k + 1 and fix(k, j) for j = k - 2,. . . ,1
else interchange vectors bk and bk+l, then recompute the auxiliary variables as follows:
P + P(k+l)k7

l

x* t b;; ~~~*~~2 t 1lb;ll”;

ll4ll” t P211x*l12 + llb;+1112; P(k+l)k + Pllx*l12/ llb;II”;
bE,, +- x* - P(k+l)kbk*; II4+, II2 t IF& II 11~*112/ IPill”;
b*, + p* + b;+, ;

(Pkj 7 P(kSl)j) t (P(k+l)j~ Pkj )
(Pik, pi(k+l)) t (Pik * &k+l)k

fori k + 1 < i 5 m;

for 1 5 j < k;

+ /h(k+l)llb;+l 112/ ll~*ll~, Pik - p

pi(k+l))

ifk>lthenk+k-1.
The algorithm terminates because the product llb;l12 . . . I I b*, II 2 decreases whenever k decreases and stays the same when k increases. This product is always a positive integer;
indeed, it is the determinant of BBT, when B is the matrix whose rows are (bl, . . . , bk).
-Examination of the algorithm shows that the vectors bf don’t really need to be maintained! All we need is the set of squared lengths II bf II 2, once the initialization has been
done.
When the algorithm terminates we can show that the vectors bi are not too far from
a the shortest possible. Condition (6) says that

llbr II” 5 $lK+1 II2

for 1 < i < m

because of condition (5), hence
Ilb;II” 5 (i$-j llb;ll”

for 1 < j < i.

Therefore we have

llbil12 = IIbf II2 + C 1 5 j < i pfj Ilb~II”
. .

< llb;II” + c 1 < j < i + ($)I-’ lib ;II2
-

= ( $)i-l Ilb;ll” ,

Now let (x1, . . . , xl) be any linearly independent integer multiples of (al, . . . , a,). We will
prove that there’s a way to permute the x’s so that
for 1 _
< i 5 1,
‘i6

(*>

Hence it’s impossible to find x’s tha,t are much smaller thaa the b’s. (In practice, the b’s
are in fact much shorter than this worst-case bound would indicate.)
To prove (*), we write x; = C rij bj and let q(i) be the maximum j such that rij # 0.
We can permute the x’s so that q(1) 5 - - - < q(2). Now we must have q(i) 2 i, for otherwise
the vectors xl,. . . , xi would all be linear combinations of (bl , . . . , bi-1) and they couldn’t
be linearly independent. By the inequalities above we have

llbi/12 < ($)i-l llb~ll” 5 ($)““‘-’ llbf~i,l12

l

But ]]xi]]2 2 Ilb~~i, ]12, because x; = riq(ilbicij + C 1 5 j < q(i)rijbS for isome real numbers
':jY

and because riq(i) is a nonzero integer.
The original L3 paper described a slightly different algorithm in which the factor (l-

~~i+l)i) in (6) was replaced by (i - ~~i+l)i). In this case it’s possible to prove termination
in polynomial time, but the bound corresponding to (*) has 2 in place of 5. Experiments
by Lagarias and Odlyzko [JACK 32 (1985), 240-2411 indicate that the algorithm above
produces shorter vectors and takes only about 3 times as long.

Appendix D: CHEX2

boo1 := #: atom. { there’s a special kind of atom called a boo1 )
proof (b : bool) := #: atom. { and another called a proof of a* boo1 ; logicians sa,y I- b )
for-nll(t : atom; p: (x : t)bool) := #: bool. { (Vx)p(x) is a boo1 >
generalize (t : atom; p: (x : t)bool; q : (x : t)proof (p(x))) := #t: proof (for-all(t, p)).
{ if we can prove p(x) given x, then I- (Vx)p(x) )
specialize (t : atom; p: (x : t)bool; x : t; q: proof (for-all(t, p))) := #I pTOOf (p(x)).
{ a.nd conversely )
exista(t: atom; p: (x : t)bool) := X: bool. { (3x)p(x) is a. boo1 )
existence(t : atom; p: (x : t)bool; x : t; q: proof (p(x))) := #: proof (exists(t,p)).
{ if we ca,n prove p(x) for some x, then I- (3x)p(x) )
choose (t : atom; p: (x : t)bool; q: proof (exists (t,p))) := #: t.
{ if we can prove (3x)p( x), c hoose gives us an x such that I- p(x) )
th,us(t : atom; p: (.r : t)bool; q :proof (exists(t,p))) := #: proof (p(choose(t,p, q))).
trick(cc, b : bool; p : proof (a)) := b: bool.

{see?)

{ maps a proof of cl into b )

im)plies (a, b : bool) := for-all(proof (a), trick (a, b)): boo1 . ( cl + b >
implication(n, b: bool; p : (q : proof (a))proof (b)) := generalize(proof (a), trick(a, b),p):
proof (implies (a, b)). ( if we can prove b, given a proof of n, then I- a +- b )
modus-ponens (a, b: bool; q : proof (implies (a, b)); p: proof (a)) :=
specialize (proof (a), trick(a, b), p, q): proof(b). ( I- a. + b and I--- a yields k b)
r\(a, b : bool) := exists(proof (a), trick(a, b)): bool. ( a A b >
conjunction(a, b : bool; p: proof (a); q : proof (b)) := existence (proof (a), trick@, b), p, q):
Proof w--m* i I- a and I- b yields I- a A b )
first-conjunct (CL, b: bool; p : proof (A(n, b))) := choose (proof (o.), trick(a, b), p): proof (a).
{ I-- a A b yields I- a )
second-conjunct (a, b: bool; p: proof @(a, b))) := thus (proof (a), trick (a, b), p): proof(b).
{ I- a A b yields k b )
im.p-refl (c( : boo1 ) := implication(a, a, (q : proof (a))q): proof (imlplies (a, a,)). ( I- a + a )
imp-trans (a, b, c : bool; p : proof (implies (a, b)); q : proof (implies (b, c))) :=
implication (a, c, (r : proof (a))modus-p onens (b, c, q, modus-ponens (a, b, p, r))):
proof (im.plies (cl, c)). ( if I-- a=+b and I-b+c then I-n+c)
and-symm (a, b : bool; p : proof (A(a, b))) :=
conjunction (b, a, second-conjunct (a, b, p), first-conjunct (u, b, p)): proof (A(b, a)).
{ if I- CL A b then I- b A a )
lemmdl (cl, b: bool) :=
implication (A(cc, b), A(b, a.), and-symm(a, b)): proof (implies (A(a, b), A(b, a))).
{ I- n A b + b A cl >
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Appendix E: CHEX3
A CHEX script about relations and sets.
This example of CHEX is intended to follow the general definitions in the ‘second CHEX
script’. Let’s imagine that all those definitions ha,ve already been given.
1. First we introduce a type called ‘elt ’ on which relations and sets will be defined.
everything that follows could be made more general by including ‘ elt: atom’ as the first
parameter to every function, but that would make this script unnecessary verbose.
elt := #I atom. { there’s a, special kind of atom called an elt )
rel := (x, y : eltjbool: (x, y : eltjatom. { a. relation maps a pair of elts to a boo1 )
2. Various properties of relations ase fundamental in mathematics. The three most
important properties are defined here: A relation might be reflexive, symmetric, and/or
transitive.
In the comments, we write ‘x R y’ if r(x, y) holds.
TpTed(r: Tel; x : elt) : = T(x,x): bool. { xRx)
reflexive (r : rel > := for-all(elt , rpred (r)): bool. (Vx (x Rx) )
use-reflexivity(x : elt; r : rel; p: proof (reflexive (r))) :=
specialize(elt, rpred (r>,x,p>: proof (r(x,x)>.
spred2 (r : rel; 2, y : elt) : = implies(r(x,y>,r(y,x>): b o o l . {xRy+yRx}
spredl (r : rel; x : elt) := for-all (elt, spred2 (r, x>>: bool. ( kfy spred (r, x, y) >
symmetric(r : rel) := for-all(elt , spredl (r)): bool. ( Vx Vy spred (r, x, y> )
use-symmetry(x, y : elt; r : rel; p : proof (symmetric(r)); q : proof (r(x, y>>> :=
modus-ponens (r(x) y), r(y, x), specialize (elt , spredz (r, x), y, specialize (elt ,
SPTedl (r), x, u>>>: Proof b-(Y) x>>*
tpred3 (r : rel; x, y, z : elt) := implies (A(r(x, y), r(y, z)), r(x, z>>: bool.

{xRYAYRz+xRz)
tpredz (r : Tel; x, y : elt) := for-all(elt, tpred3 (r, x, y>>: bool. ( Vz . . . )
tpredl (r : rel; x : elt) := for-all(elt , tpred2 (r, 2)): bool. ( Vy Vz . . . ).
transitive (r : Tel> := f or-all(elt , tpredl (T)): bool. (Vx Vy Vz . . . )
use-transitivity (x, y, 2 : elt ; r : Tel; p : proof (transitive (r)); pl : proof (r(x, y));
p2 : PTOOf (T(y) 2))) := modus-ponens(A(T-(x, y), r(y, z>>, r(x, z), specialize (elt,
tpreds(r,x, y),z,specialize(elt, tpredd (r,x), y,specialize(elt,tpredl (r),x,p>)>,
conjunction (r(x) y), r(y, 5)) pl , p2 >>: proof (r(x) z)).
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3.

.

A11

equivalence relation is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.

TS-rel(r : Tel > := A( reflexive (r), symmetric (r)): boo1 . { reflexive and symmetric }
equiv-Tel(r : Tel) := A( T&Tel (r ), tTa.nsitive (r)): boo1 . { and transitive too }
Teft-equiv (r : Tel; p : proof (equiv-rel (r))) :=
first-conjunct (reflexive (r), symmetric(r), first-conjunct @s-Tel(T), transitive (r), p)):
proof (reflexive (r)).
s ymm-equiv (I : Tel; p : pToof (equiv-Tel (r))) :=
second-conjunct (reflexive(r), symmetric(r), first-conjunct(Ts-rel(r), transitive
proof (symmetric(r)).

(T>,P>>:

trans-equiv (r : Tel ; p : proof (equiv-Tel (r))) := second-conjunct(Ts-Tel(r), transitive(r), p):
proof (trclnsitive (r)).
4. Next we define the notion of a set, which is sort of a one-dimensional relation. In the
comments we write ‘x E s’ if s(x) holds.
set := (x: eltjbool: (x:,elt)atom.
in(x : elt; s: set) := proof (s(x)): atom.
5.

{ k x E S}

The most basic relation on sets is that of set inclusion, written ‘G’.

inch-pred (s, t : set; n: : elt) := implies(s(x),t(x)): bool. (x ES + x Et )
set-incl(g, t : set > := for-all(elt, incl-pred (s,t)): bool. (Vx . . . >
is-&cl (s, t : set) := proof (set-incl(s, t)): atom. { k s E t )
set-move (s, t : set; p: is-incl(s, t); x : elt; q : in(x,s>> :=
modus-ponens (s(x), t(x ),s pecialize(elt,incl-pred(s,t),x,p),q): i n ( x , t ) .
{ if x E s aid s C t tlieil x E t }
1

6.

Set inclusion is reflexive and transitive.

setkd-refl(s : set) := genernlize(elt, inch-pred(s,s), (x : elt)imp-refi(s(x))): is-incl(s,s).
{I--W
step1 (s, t, u : set; p: is-incl(s, t); q : is-incl(t, u); x : elt) :=
implication (s(x), u(x), ( r : in(x, s))set-move(t, u, q, 2, set-move (s, t,p, x, r))):
{if xEs and set and tsu then xEu}
proof (incl-pTed(s,u,x)).
set-inclATans(s,t,u:set; p:is-incl(s,t); q:is-incl(t,u)) :=
generalize (elt , incl-pred (s, u), step1 (s, t, u, p, q)): is-incl(s, u).
* {if&t andtcu then&u}
7.

Another basic relation on sets is the notion of set equality.
set-eq(s, t : set) := A(set-incl(s, t), set,incl (t, s)): bool. ( s C t and C s )
t

is-eq(s, t : set) : = p r o o f (set-eq(s, t ) ) : a t o m , .

( I- s = t }
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8.

Set equalit,y is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.

set-eq-refl (s : set) :=
conjunction (set-incl( S, s), set-incl(s, s), set.h2cLrefE(s), set-incLrefE(s)): is-e&, s).
{I-s=s 1
set-eq-symm(s, t : set; p: is-e&t)) :=
cL7Ld_synLm.(set_incl(s, t), set-incl(t, s),p): is-eq(t, s). { if s = t then t = s }
step1 (s, t, 21: set; p: is-eq(s, t); q : is-eq(t, u)) :=
set-id-trans (s, t, u, first-conjunct (set-incl (s, t), set-incl(t, s), p),
first-conjunct (set-incl (t, u), set-id (u, t), q)): is-incl (s, u).
{if s=t and t=u then z&u}
step2 (s, t, 21: set; p: is-eq(s, t); q: is-eq(t, u)) :=
step1 (u, t, s, set-eq-symm(t, u, q), set-eq-symm(s, t,p)): is-incl(u, s).
{if s=t and t=u then z&s}
set-eq-tmns (s, t, u : set; p: is-eq(s, t); q : is-eq(t, u)) :=
conjunction (set-incl (s, u), set-incl(u, s), step1 (s, t, u,p, q), step2 (s, t, u,p, 4)):
is-eq (3: 26). {if s=t and t=u then s=u}
9. Now we will study the properties of an arbitrary equivalence relation. For simplicity,
we call it ‘E’. (For generality, we could have added two parameters, ‘E: Tel; assumption:
proof ( eq-Tel (IS))‘, t o each of the functions that follow.)
E := #: Tel. { E is a relation }
assumption := #: proof ( equiv-Tel (E)). { E is an equivalence relation }
I@, y: elt) := proof (E(x,y)): atom. { FxEy}
E-refi(x: elt) := use-reflexivity(x, E,refE-equiv(E, assumption)): I(x,x). { FxEx}
E-symm(x, y : elt; p: I(.~, y)) := use-symmetry(x, y, E, symm-equiv (E, assumption ), p):
I(y,x). {if xEy then yEx}
E-tram ( .I’, y , z : elt; p: I(x, y); q: I(y,z.)) :=
use-transitivity (x, y, x, E, trans-equiv (E, assumption ), p, q): I(x, 2).
{if xEy and yEz then xEz}
10. If x is an element then E(x) is the “equivalence class” of x. The rest of this script
is devoted to a0 study of the elementary properties of equivalence classes.
In the comments we shall write ‘[xl’ for x’s equivalence class. It is easy to prove that
x E [xl:
_ proposition0 (x : elt) := E-rep:(x): in(x, E(x)).

11.

Next, we prove tha.t x E y implies [x] = [y].

step1 (R‘, y, z : elt ; p : I(x, y); q : I(x, z)) := E-trans (y, x, z, E-symm*(x, y,p), q): I( y, z).
{if xEy and xEz then y Ez}
step2(x, y : elt; p: I(x, y); 2: elt) :=
implication (E( x, z), E(y, 4, step1 (x, y, ~9): proof (implies (E(x, z>, E(Y, z>>>{if xEy then xEz+yEz)
lemma1 (x, y : elt; p: I(x, y)) := generalize(elt, incl-pred (E(x), E(y)), step2 (x, y,p)):
is-incl(E(x), E ( y ) ) . { if x E y then [x] s [y] )
proposition1 (x, y : elt ; p: I(x, y)) : = conjunction (set-incl (E(x), E(y)), set-incl (E( y),
E(x)), lemma1 (x, y,p), lemma1 (y,x, E-symm(x, y,p))): is-eq(E(x), E(y)).
{ if x E y then [x] = [y] )
12.

Conversely, if [x] = [y] , we must have x E y .

step1 (x, y : elt; p: is-eq(E(x), E(y))) :=
first-conjunct(set-incl(E(x), E(y)), set-incl(E(y), E(x)),p): is-incl(E(x), E(y)).

{ if [xl = [Yl then [xl c_ [Yl 1

step2 (x, y : elt;

P : is-eq (E(x), E(Y >I> := specialize (elt, incl-pred (E(x), E(y)), x, step1 (x, y,p)):
proof (implies (E( x,x),E(y,x))).
{if [x]=[y] then xEx=+yEx)
proposition2 (x, y : elt ; p : is-eq (E(x), E(y))) :=
E-symm(y, x, modus-ponens (E(x, x), E(y, x), step2 (x, y,p), E-refl(x))): 1(x, y).
_ {if‘[x]=[y] t h e n xEy)
13.

An equivalence class is a set that equals [x] for some x.

Eclass (s : set; x : elt) := set-eq(s, E(x)): bool. { s = [x] )
1 is,Eclass (s : set ) := proof (exists (elt , Eclass (s))): atom. { 3x (s = [xl) )
1 4 . Each equivalence class s therefore has a “representative” element x, called its Erep
and denoted s^.
Erep (s : set; p : is-Eclass (s)) := choose (elt , Eclass (s), p): elt . ( 3 is an element )
IErep(s: set; p: is-Eclass(s)) := thus(elt, Eclass(s),p): is-eq(s, E(Erep(s,p))).

-i I- s = PI 1
15.

If s is an equivalence class and x E s, we have x E 4.

stepY (s : set ; p : is,Eclass (s)) :=
first-conjunct(set-incl(s, E(Erep(s,p))), set-incl(E(Erep(s,p)), s), IErep(s,p)):
is-incl(s, E(Erep(s,p))). { k s c [6] )
proposition9 (s : Lset; p : is,Eclass (s); x : elt ; q : in(x, s)) :=
set-move(s,E(Erep(s,p)),stepl (s,p),x,q): I(ETq(s,p),x).
(if X Es then s^EX)

16. Now we’re a.lmost ready to prove the principa.l theorem of these notes, the fact that
equivalence classes acre either disjoint or equal.
meets(s, t : set) := exists(elt, (.,T: elt) A (s(x),t(x))): bool. { ~X(XES A xEt))
disjoint-or-equal (s, t : set) := implies (meets (s, t), set-eq(s, t)): bool.
{ if s meets t then s = t )
common-elt(s,t:set; p:proof (meets(Q))) := choose(elt,(x:elt)~(s(x),t(x)),p): elt.
{ if s meets t , this is a common element )
common-first (s, t : set ; p : proof (meets (s, t))) := fi TS t- conjunct (s(common-elt (s, t, p)),
t(common-elt(s, t,p)), thus(elt, (x : elt) A (s(x), t(x)),p)): in(common-elt(s, t,p), s).
{ the common element is in s )
common-second (s, t : set; p : proof (meets (s, t))) := second-conjunct(s(common-elt(s, t, p)),
t(common-elt(s, t,p)), thus (elt, (x : elt) A (s(x), t(x)),p)): in(common-elt(s, t,p), t).
{ the common element is in t )
1’7;

This is it: The main theorem at last!

step1 (s, t : set; p: is_Eclass (s); q : is-Eclass (t);
T : proof (meets(s, t))) := p TO posi tion3 (s,p, common-elt(s, t,r), common-first(s,t,r)):
I(Erep (s, p), common-elt(s, t, r)).
{ if equivalence classes s and t meet, their common element is equivaknt to s^ )
step2 (s, t : set; p : is_Eclass (s); q : is-Eclass (t); r : proof (meets (s, t))) :=
_ proposition3 (t, q, common-elt(s, t, r), common-second (s, t, r)):
I(Erep (t, q), common-elt (s, t, r)). ( and also equiva.lent to t^)
step3 (s, t : set; p : is_Eclass (s); q : is-Eclass (t); T : proof (meets (s, t))) :=
E-trans(Erep(s,p), common-e@ t,r), Erep(t,
q),stepl (S,t,P,q,r),E-sYmm(EreP(t,q), common-elt (s, t, r), step2 (s, t, p, q, r))):
I(Erep(s,p), Erep(t, q)). { hence s^ is equivalent to t^)
step4 (s, t : set; p: is_Eclass (s); q : is-Eclass (t);
T : proof (meets@, t))) := p
rop osi t ion1 (Erep(s, p), Erep (t, q), step3 (s, t, p, q, r)):
is-eq(E(Erep(s,p)), E(Erep(t,q))). {hence [s”] = [i] )
step5 (s, t : set; p: is_Eclass (s); q : is_Eclass (t); T : proof (meets (s, t))) :=
IErep (s, p): is-eq(s, E(Erep (s, p))). ( but s = [.G] )
step6 (s, t : set; p: is_Eclass (s); q : is-Eclass (t); r : proof (meets (s, t))) :=
IErep (t, q): is-eq(t, E(Erep(t, a))). { and t = [Q )
step7(s, t : set; p: is-Eclass(s); q : is-Eclass(t); T : proof (meets(s, t))) :=
set--eq-trans (s, E(Erep (s, p)), E(Erep (t, q>>, step5 (s, t, P, q, r), step4 (S A P, q,r)):
is-eq(s, E(Erep(t,q))). {so s = [Q )
step8 (s, t : set; p : is_Eclass (s); q : is_Eclass (t); r : proof (meets (s, t))) := set-eq-trans (s,
E(EreP(t, q)),weP~w, P, q,r), set-eq-symm(t, E(Erep (t, q)), step6 (s, t,p, q, r))):
is-eq(s, t). { and in fact s = t )
proposition4 (s, t : set; p : is_Eclass (s); q : is_Eclass (t)) :=
implication(meets(s, t), set-eq(s, t), step8 (s, t, p, q)): proof (disjoint-or-equal(s, t)).

Appendix F: CHEX4
Supplemeut to the second CHEX script: Negation.
contradiction := for-all( bool, (b: boo1 )b): bool. ( all boo1 can be proved)
by-contradiction (b : bool; p : proof (contradiction )> :=
specia.lize (boo1 , (b : boo1 )b, b, p): proof (b). ( this p roves b, if t con.tradiction >
not(b: bool) := for-all(proof (b), (p : proof (b))contradiction >: bool.
{ 1 b, constructive negation: all proofs of b lead to a contradiction )
impossible (b : bool; p : proof(b); q : proof (not(b))) :=
specialize (proof(b), (p : proof (b))contradiction ,p, q): proof (contradiction >.
{ t b and I-- 1 b is contradictory )
hence-not (b: bool; p: (q : proof (b))proof (contradiction)) :=
generalize (proof (b), (q : proof (b))contradiction, p): proof (not(b)).
{ if k b leads to a contradiction, then I- 1 b )
modus-tollens(a, b : bool; p : proof (implies (a, b)); q : proof (not(b))) :=
hence-not (a, (r : proof (a >> impossible (b, modus-ponens (a, b, p, r), q) j: proof
( if a implies b and 1 b, then 1 a )
double-not (b : bool; p : proof (b)) := hence-not(not (b), (q : proof
- proof(not(not(b))).
(if b then TTb)

(not

(n#ot (a)).

(b)))imCpossible (b, p, 4)):

negationit : atom; p: (x : t)bool) := (x : t)not(p(x)): (x : t)bool. ( lp(x) }
weakly-exists (t : atom; p: (x : t)bool> := not(for-all(t, negation(t, p))): bool.
{ 1Q.T - p ( x ) }

3

step1 (t : atom; p: (x : t)bool; q : proof (exists(t,p)); r : proof (for-all(t, negation(t,p)))) :=
specialize (t, negation(t,p), choose (t,p,q), r): proof (not(p(choose (t,p,q)))).
{if 3xp(x) and Qx lp(x> th en we have an x with both p(x) and lp(x) >
step2 (t : atom; p: (x : t)bool; q : proof (exists (t, p)); r : proof (for-all(t, negation&p)>>> :=
impossible (p(ch oose (t, p, q)), thus (t, p, q), step1 (t, p, q, r>>: proof (conhwliction >.
{ a.nd that’s a contra.diction )
step3 (t : atom; p : (x : t)bool; q : proof (exists (t, p>>> :=
hence-not (for-all(t, negationit, p>>, step2 (t, p, q>>: proof (weakly-exists (t,p)),
Ih ence lQX 7PwI
fact1 (t : atom; p : (x : t) boo1 > := implication (exists (t, p), weakly-exists (t, p), steps (t, p>>:
proof (implies(exists(t,p), weakly-exists(t,p))).
{ we have proved constructively that 3 implies 1 Ql )
nonconstructive (t : atom; p: (x : t)bool> :=
#: proof (implies (weakly-exists (t! p), exists (t,]]))).
{ nonconstructivists assume that the converse is also true)
trivial (b : boo1 ) := proof (implies (b, b)): atom. ( I- b+ b)
prop1 (b: bool) := (p: trivial(b))b: (11: trivial(b))bool.
{ a mapping that takes a, tautology into a. specific boo1 )

prop2 (1~ : bool) := (p : trivial(b))not (b): (p : trivial(b))bool. ( siniila.rly for its negakion )
trick(b: bool) := for_all(trivial(b),prop2(b)): bool.
{ for all proofs of trivial (b) there’s a proof of 1 b )
step1 (b : boo1 ; q : proof (trick(b))) :=
specialize (trivial(b), prop2 (b), imp-refl( b), q): proof (not (b)).
{ if so, there’s a proof of 7 b)
step2 (b : bool; p: proof (not (not(b))); q : proof (trick(b))) :=
. impossible (not(b), step1 (b, q), p): proof (contradiction >.
( we can’t prove both 11 b and trick(b) )
step3 (b : bool; p : proof (not (not(b)))) :=
hence-not (trick(b), step2 (b, p)): proof ( weakly-exists (trivial(b), prop1 (b))).
{ hence 11 b gives weak existence of b }
step4 (b : boo1 ; p: proof (not (not(b)))) := modus-ponens (weakly-exists (trivial(b), prop1 (b)),
exists (trivial(b), prop1 (b)), nonconstructive (trivial(b), prop1 (b)), step3 (b, p)):
proof (exists (trivial(b), prop1 (b))).

{ and we can apply the nonconstructive axiom to get what we want: }
excluded-middle(b: bool; p : proof (not (not(b)))) := thus(trivia1 (b), prop1 (b), step4 (b,p)):
proof u+ j I- 1-b implies k b}

Appendix G: CHEX5
Supplement to the first CHEX script: What we’ve always wanted to prove.
1
2
3
4

:=
:=
:=
:=

succ(0): nat.
succ(1): nat.
succ(2): nat.
succ(3): n a t .

{ l=O’
}
{ 2= 1’)
{3=2’
)
{4=3’
)

lemma(x : nat > := eqAransitivity(nat, sum(x, l), succ(sum(x, 0)), succ(x), sum-axZ(x, 0),
eq-functionality(nat , nat , sum(x, 0), x, sum-ax1 (x), succ)): is (sum(x, l), succ (2)).

{t-x+1=x’
}

2-plus-2 := eq-transitivity (nat , sum(2,2), succ (sum (2, l)), 4, sum-ax2 (2, I),
eq-functionality(nat, nat, sum(2, l), 3,lemma(2), succ)): is(sum(2,2),4).

{t-2+2=4}

